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Support 
withdrawn 
BY Donna Vameres 
Herald Staff Writer 
Skeena Department of
• Human Resources has 
withdrawn support for a 
youth incentive program 
which would assist school 
drop-outs, although the 
two other depvrtments 
involved are hoping for a 
change of heart. 
The program was 
originally conceived by 
DHR,.. Terrace school 
beard and the probation 
deportment, .who put 
together and submitted a 
PwrOpoSal for a Canada 
ors Grant. 
Following submission 
and !approval fo the 
grant, the local DHR 
altered the application to 
ask !for more funds 
because they planned to 
withdraw financial 
support. 
"lain very dismayed," 
statedschoul trustee Nan 
Harrison upon learning of 
the withdrawal. "We 
have been hoodwinked." 
Har~rison stated the 
ogram would be 
neficial to the young 
people involved and could 
possibly prevent them 
from homing to the at- 
tentio~ fo tJie probation 
officed or human 
resources at a later time. 
"It'~ tragic that we 
wouldiget lip service 
from Human Resources, 
but no other support," 
Harri@n said. 
The~ program was 
originally designed to 
provid~projects forup to 
16 youngsters between 14 
and 17~ho have dropped 
out of ~chool and have no 
intenti@n of going back. 
The idea was to hire the 
youngsters and put them 
to work on such projects 
as fixing up Hart Farm. 
At the. same time, a 
teacher would be em- 
oyed by the school 
ard to teach the youths, 
and a child care worker 
was to have been on hand 
to help them with any 
problems they were 
having. 
The application was for 
a grant of $128,000, but 
the Department of 
Human Resources 
changed this figure to 
allow for more money 
because they would no 
longer be repsonsible for 
the salary of the child 
care "worker. 
Probation officer Rob 
Watts, who was part of 
the planning committee 
which drew up the 
proposal, said the 
problem right now is 
"who is going to fund 
what." 
He was generally op- 
timistic that the program 
would go ahead, but 
cautioned, "things are 
falling into place, but 
there's no guarantee." 
Richard Parker, 
ecial education 
ector for the school 
district, was also op- 
timistic about the 
program, stating only 
that he expects to see a 
"happy resolution." 
Nan Harrison is also 
hoping for a solution to 
the problem, but was 
critical of the DHR with- 
drawal of finaeial sup- 
port. 
"I'm concerned about 
these kids," she said, 
"It's not going to work 
without a child care, 
worker ." 
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VICTORIA (CP) -- 
BritishColumbia Hydro's 
2,500 electrical workers 
... Debbie Graf, a kindergarten student at Thomhlli Primary School, on- 
' ~r~ined fellow.st.u~ents y.e, ste.rda~_. _wi_.t.b~.~_~uz~kl.rocitaL Suzuid..plano. 
" '~ ........ s|udeflt~"g6t *fo'geth~'~~mr imm perfori~iances to show other students the 
AI Ashton, spokesman 
for the Amalgamated 
Transit Union, said he 
win g~ on strike Friday expected to arrange 'the 
unless :the crown corpo- meetings with Albertini 
ration !agrees to a set- today. 
tlement based on The transit workers 
recommendations of voted by a substantial 
mediator Ken Albertini, a margin last week to 
union Spokesman said strike. 
today. 
Doug Cronk, business 
agent ~, for the In- k ing 
ternatibnal Brotherhood Strea 
of Electrical Workers, 
Local ~50, said it is time 
for Hydro management i d 
to "ge~off their "~utts." rev  ve  
He s~id a walkout and 
membership meetings SAN JOSE, Calif. -- An 
are scheduled for Friday, airliner made an 
and will take place unless emergency return to San 
Hydro agrees to a settle- Jose municipal airport 
ment ~cksge. after a screaming 
Cro~ said the union passenger stripped off his 
has 7 accepted the clothes, sprinted down 
recommendations of the aisle and began 
Alberti~i, who was kicking in the cockpit 
assign(d last week by door, authorities said 
Labor l Minister Allan today. 
Williar~s to come up with The man was taken into 
a settlement proposal by custody by airport 
Tuesday. security guards late 
Albertinihad acted as a 'Tuesday afternoon after 
mediator in the dispute Pacific Southwest Airline 
with ~ linemen, power Flight 264 to Los Angeles 
generation workers and landed with 136 
operators of switching passengers on board 
equipment until asked to shortly after takeoff. 
vathdraw last week by He was identifed by 
the unibn, authorities as Haten 
A Hydro spokesman Fawal, 37, a medical 
said ~oday the cor- doctor from Lebanon, 
porati0n has studied who they said was ap- 
A . l b e r parently here visiting 
mendations, but as yet friends.or relatives. 
has no ,Official statement. Acting security chief 
NOTICE SERVED Mike Paeeioretti said the 
. . . .  Cron k would not pilot reported an 
release' details of emergency just after 
Albertini's recommenda- takeoff and requested 
tions. * immediate clearance for 
The union served 72- landing. 
hour sti'ike notice Aug. 26 "He said an individual 
and would have to act by was trying to break in the 
Sunday, as the notice is cockpit door," Pac- 
effective only for three cioretti said. 
months. "A stewardess aid he 
The ~ last reported tookoff his clothes, ran to 
position of the union was the cabin yelling and 
that heir main grievance screaming and started 
was was Hydros refusal kicking," Paeciorettl 
to discuss non-monetary added. "He bent the 
items, .such as better hinges on the door." 
layoff and re-hiring He said when the plane 
rOVisions, job protection landed Fawal was 
r partly disabled em- wearing only a "jock." 
ployees, and pension "Everything else came 
unprovements, off." 
Meanwhile, negotiators Authorities aid Fawal 
for Hydro's 3,500 bus offered no resistance to 
drivers, tradesmen and security guards who took 
mechanics were expected him in handcuffs to Santa 
to meet next weekwith Clara Valley Medical 
Albertini in hopes of iron- Centre, where he was 
ing out their dispute with placed on a 72-hour 
the corporation, mentalhealth hold. 
Donations 
The Herald would like to announce that It will 
receive donations for the Doeil family which lost 
all possessions in a fire last weekend. Please 
make aH cheques payable to the Terrace Elks. 
Clothing and household items may be dropped 
off at the Agar Red and White in Thornhill. 
Spokesman says 
Kitimat pipeline 
plan not revived 
TORONTO (CP) -- A 
spokesman for a member 
of the Kitimat Pipe Line 
Ltd. consortium says the 
group will not revive its 
proposal for a Kitimat 
tanker port and pipeline 
to Edmonton unless new 
additional participants in
the project. 
David Waldoni board 
chairman of In- 
terprovincial Pipe Line 
Ltd., also told a recent 
crude oil symposium here 
that two major United 
States oil companies with 
holdings in ,Alaska are 
talking about joining the 
Kitimat group. 
Waldon said the two 
interested companies 
would prefer to see. a 
larger oil pipeline than 
that originally proposed 
by the Kttimat group in a 
submission to the 
National Energy Board. 
pared with $635 million 
for the originally- 
proposed 30-inch line, 
Waldon said. It would 
initially carry 500,000 
barrels a day, with the 
possibility of expansion to 
800,000 barrels a day at a 
later date. 
The Kitimat group 
recently lost one of its key 
members, Koch In- 
dustries Inc., which has 
Minnesota refineries that 
were to be served by 
Alaskan crude oil from 
the proposed Kitimat 
project. 
Waldon said Koch, 
which has announced 
plans to build its own 
pipeline in the U.S., 
would likely use the 
Kitimat line if it is butt. 
The Kitimat group has 
set an unofficial deadline 
of the end of December to 
decide whether it should 
revive its pipeline pro- 
posal before the NEB. 
The submission was The Kitimat group had 
deferred by the con- deferred its proposal to 
sortium last spring after back another put forward 
the West Coast oil ports by Trails Mountain Pipe 
inquiry under Dr. An- Line Ltd. of Vancouver, 
drew Thompson was set which planned to alter its 
up to assess its impact. Edmonton-Cherry Point, 
The expanded inquiry's Wash. pipeline to deliver 
public hearings were re- Alaska crude to the U.S. 
cessed indefinitely two mainland pipeline net- 
weeks ago because there work. 
were no active proposals 
to consider. But the Trans Mountain 
EXPANSION POSSIBLE plan was effectively 
The 36-inch-diameter killed by new U.S. 
pipeline now under legislation banning ex- 
consideration would cost pansion of tanker 
about $800 million coin- facilities in Puget Sound. 
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Oil royalties to be returned 
By JIM POLING ported. This contravened 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The the trade and commerce 
Saskatchewan govern- section of the British 
ment was ordered by the North America Act, the 
Suprelne Court of Canada country's constitution. 
today to return hundreds The act gives the 
of millions of dollars col- f 
lected as a provincial exclusive authority over 
mineral income tax and interprovincial trade and 
crude oil royalty sur- commerce. 
charge. The decision does not 
In a 7-to-2 decision, the directly affect the 
high court said provincial country's largest oil 
legislation establishing producing province. 
the tax and surcharge is COMPANIES 
unconstitutional. PROTESTED 
The decision was seen The mineral income 
as a major victory for oil tax and royalty sur- 
and gas companies charge were approved by 
fighting Saskatchewan the Saskatchewan 
New Democrat govern- legislature in 1973-74 
ment attempts to take a when international oil 
bigger share of resource prices rose dramatically. 
revenue. The extra charges gave 
Basically, the high the provincial govern- 
court said Saskatchewan ment huge chunks of the 
fixed the price of its oil, 98 new money resulting 
per cent of which is ex- from the skyrocketing 
Legal aid in 
jeopardy 
VANCOUVER(CP) -- He disputed a claim by 
The provincial govern- Gardom that B.C. spends 
ment must provide more $3.11 per capita ex- 
money to the British plaining that when fed- 
Columbia Legal Services oral contributions are 
Commission or legal aid subtracted the net outlay 
service willfailtoexpand for B.C. is $2.75 per 
for family court, sum- capita. 
mary conviction matters Jabour said that 
and juvenile counselling Quebec pays the highest 
next year, the out-going in Canada, $3.77 per 
chairman of the corn- capita, followed by 
mission said Tuesday. Saskatchewan, $3.30; 
Don Jabour said that Ontario, $3.21; Manitoba, 
despite claims by At- $3.00 and then B.C. 
torney-General Garde Last year the com- 
Gardom that B.C. spends mission asked for $9.2 
the most in Canada for million from the 
criminal legal aid, it provincial government 
actually is well down the and got $7.3 million, he 
list. said. 
He said that the Jabour would not 
commission, which runs specify what the corn- 
the basic criminal aid mission is seeking this 
program in B.C., must year but said it is sub- 
have more money just to stantially more than what 
keep up with the services was received last year." 
it provides, and "there is He estimated that 
no way we can expand about 100,-000 people 
into other needed areas received some form of 
unless that government legal aid or counselling 
makes more funds last year and another 
available." reason why more money 
The province ranks is needed is because this 
fifth in what it con- province has a higher 
tributes for legal aid, crime rate per capita 
Jabour said. than other provinces. 
world pr ices.  The oil 
compames protested that 
they should get the 
money. 
Canadian Industrial 
Gas and Oil Ltd. 
(CIGOL), now a part of 
Norcen Energy 
Resources Ltd. of 
Toronto, challenged the 
legislation in the lower 
courts and lost. 
CIGOL is reported to 
have paid $12 million in 
illegalcbarges. The total 
for all oil companies in 
Saskatchewan is about 
$880 million. 
The high court said the 
money must be paid back 
with interest. 
Simply. put, what 
Saskatchewan did was 
divert the increase in oil 
prices from the corn- 
ponies and into its own 
coffers. Alberta acted 
similarly but officials 
there say it did not take 
all the increase for itself 
and established a com- 
mission to buy oil from 
the producers. 
Saskatchewan lawyers 
had argued that the 
province is the registered 
owner of its oil and 
natural gas and can 
impose taxes and 
royalties as it sees fit. 
They said the mineral tax 
was a true income tax 
because it was placed on 
net income, not on gross 
income. 
BEYOND JURISDIC- 
TION 
CIGOL, however, said 
the mineral tax was not 
an income tax. It was an 
indirect ax passed on to 
oil users outside the 
province, and therefore 
was beyond provincial 
jurisdiction. 
The Supreme Court 
agreed with CIGOL. 
"... The mineral in- 
come tax and the royalty 
surcharge do not con- 
stitute direct taxation 
within the province and is 
therefore outside the 
scope of the provincial 
power .... " Mr. Justice 
Ronaid Martland said in 
writin~ for the maiority. 
Justices Brian Dickson 
and~Louis-Philippe de 
Gr~re  dissented. De 
Grandpre resigned from 
the court Oct. 1, after the 
appeal hacl been heard. 
Dickson, writing the 
dissent, said he can fred 
nothing in the case to 
make him conclude that 
the Saskatchewan 
legislation was "merely a
colorable device for 
assuming control of 
extraprovincial trade." 
Martland and Dickson 
are the only two 
westerners on the court, 
the former being from 
Alberta, the latter frmm 
Saskatchewan. , 
Saskatchewan lso had 
argued that if the mineral 
tax and surcharge had 
not been instituted, 
CIGOL's monthly income 
would have risen to $340,- 
000 a month in 1974 from 
$155,-000 in 1973. 
The latter figure 
represented a price of 
$3.44 a barrel and the 
company's production 
cost per barrel was 58 
cents. 
PROVINCES IN- 
TERVENED 
Quebec, Manitoba and 
Alberta intervened in the 
appeal to defend 
provincial rights, but 
Ottawa agreed with 
CIGOL. 
Federal lawyers called 
the mineral tax and 
surcharge a plan of dual 
taxation aimed at en- 
suring that the new oil 
money did not leave the 
province. They said they 
were not arguing the good 
or bad of this, however 
the method chosen was 
beyond the power of a 
province. 
Meanwhile, Alvin 
Hamilton, Saskatchewan 
MP and former Con- 
servative cabinet 
minister, said the 
decision gives Quebec 
Premier Rene Levesque 
ammunition toargue that 
the federal government is 
on a power grab over 
resources. 
Collver said Tuesday 
that a decision against 
the Saskatchewan 
.government would result 
m a reduction of 
government services. 
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Daniel Walker, pictured, here, beside the old Odd Fellows Hall is assisting in Webber, the foreman on the site, expects werk to be completed by mid-June, 
the clean-up necessary before work en the new hall can begin. Harvey when Terrace will possibly have a new hall. 
Most provinces have tourist offices abroad 
first bus tours to Nova 
Scotia from that port of 
the U.S. 
The performance of the 
agent-generaPs office has 
been a subject of con- 
troversy in"the Nova 
Scotia legislature. Con- 
servative leader John 
Buchanan said, "It's not 
doing the job it was in- 
tended for." 
However, NDP leader 
Jeremv Akerman said 
the ofhce is doing a good 
job. He said the port of 
Halifax would not have 
received as much 
business this year if the 
London office was not 
promoting the port to Eu- 
ropean businessmen. 
NEW BRUNSWICK 
The sole promotion 
office for New Brunswick 
is in Toronto. It has been 
operating for about' six 
years and is run by the 
tourism department. 
A {ourism office in 
London was opened in the 
1960s but the amount of 
trade generated id not 
justify operation costs 
and it was closed 
recently, a government 
spokesman said. 
QUEBEC 
The Quebec govern- 
ment has 16 foreign 
delegations and one 
provincial office. 
Quebec offices are in 
New York, Brussels, 
Duesseldorf, London, 
Paris, Milan, Tokyo, 
Boston, Chicago, Los 
Angeles, Dallas, Tex., 
Lafayette, La., and Port 
au Prince, Haiti. 
A Quebec immigration 
officer is in Beirut and 
there is an immigration 
adviser in Rome and an 
education adviser in 
Abidjan, the Ivory Coast. 
The provincial office is in 
Toronto. 
Staffing these offices 
are 60 civil servants from 
the ministry of in- 
tergovernmental affairs, 
33 trade attaches 
responsible to the in- 
dustry and commerce 
minister, 20 immigration 
officers and five tourism 
advisers as well as 100 
local employees. 
The intergovernmental 
affairs department set 
aside $4 million of its $36- 
million budget for the 
maintenance of these 
offices in 1977. 
ONTARIO 
Ontario has 11 foreign 
industry and tourism 
offices in Mexico City, 
Tokyo, New York City, 
Chicago, Los Angeles, 
Brussels, Frankfurt, 
Milan, Stockholm, 
London and Paris. 
These offices employ 11 
managers and 33 local 
~ rsons on a contract sis. The total bu.d~et 
last year, excluding 
Ontario House in London, 
was $1,653,000. 
Premier William Davis 
said rapid industrial 
expansion in Prance is 
creatin$ greater op- 
portunities for consumer 
and industrial trade 
between Ontario and 
France. 
Claude Bennett, 
minister of industry and 
tourism, said France is 
Canada's third largest 
source of overseas 
tourism revenue. "With 
our new office in Paris we 
• ould be able to more 
fully explore the tourism 
potential that exists in 
France," he said. 
MANITOBA 
Manitoba House in 
Minneapolis, Minn., is the 
only office the govern- 
ment maintains outside 
the province. It opened in 
September, 1975, and is 
staffed by a marketing 
officer and a 
stenographer-counsellor. 
Nell MacPhail, a 
~e okesman for the partment of tourism, 
recreation and cultural 
affairs, said the 
marketing officer at 
Manitoba House 
promotes the province's 
cultural attractions and 
as a result of his efforts 
about 15 tour operators in 
Minneapolis offer 
package tours of 
Manitoba. 
SASKATCHEWAN 
The agent-general's 
office in London is 
Saskatchewan's only 
office outside the 
province. It was 
established in 1947 to 
handle industrial 
development and trade. 
Ted Boden, who was 
ag entgen e r ~i li 
March, 1977, said he also 
represented the province 
in Europe. He stud 30 per 
cent o f  his work was 
diplomatic and the rest 
was promotional. 
RATS ARE 
DESTRUCTIVE 
Rats will destroy an 
estimated $1billion worth 
of U.S. property in 1977, 
excluding fires they'll 
cause by gnawing elec- 
trical insulation. 
The Canadian Press 
Ei.ght Canadian 
prownces have offices 
outside their borders for 
• industrial development 
~9p~j~ ".s~ :promotion. 
. . . .  AUi~:Canada Survey 
~i ~The "Canadian Press 
shows Newfoundland and 
Prince Edward Island 
have no such outside 
offices. Spokesmen for 
both provinces ay funds 
are not available and 
promotion of industry 
and tourism is done by 
delegations. 
With 16 foreign 
delegations and one 
~ rovincial office, Quebec as the most representa- 
tives. Ontario has 11 
promotional offices, none 
in Canada. Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan, Nova 
Scotia and New Brun- 
swick each have one 
office and Nova Scotia 
has four tourism agents 
in North America. 
Four provinces have 
offices or agents in 
Canada nd six provinces 
have representatives in 
the United States. 
Alberta is the only 
province with a per- 
manent Ottawa office. 
In the last 10 years 
seven provinces have 
opened foreign offices. 
During that time Quebec 
has increased the number 
of the foreign delegations 
from four to 17 and Nova 
Scotia has changed to 
agents from promotional 
offices. 
Several provinces have 
closed foreign offices. A 
New Brunswick govern- 
ment spokesman said his 
province's office in 
London was closed 
recently because the 
amount of trade gen- 
erated id not justify the 
operating costs. 
Here is the .picture 
province by prownce: 
NEWFOUNDLAND 
The Newfoundland 
government maintains no 
promotional offices 
outside the province for 
tourism or industrial 
development. 
However, the fisheries 
department sent a 
representative to Europe 
this year to investigate 
the purchase of European 
fishing trawlers. 
The fisheries' 
representative s based in 
London and will return to 
Newfoundland when his 
job is completed. 
For specific 
promotional jobs, the 
government hires a 
: public relations firm in 
New York City. 
PRINCE EDWARD 
ISLAND 
Gilbert Clements, 
provincial minister of 
tourism, parks and 
conservation, said the 
province lacks the 
resource~ to maintain 
prom otional offices 
outside the province. He 
said his department has a 
toll-free number 
prospective tourists can 
use for information and 
tourists are the provin- 
ce's best ambassadors. 
Dr. Thomas Connor, 
deputy developmen 
minister, said industrial 
development promotion 
is done by delegations. 
The province hires an 
agency to do the 
reparatory work and 
en a government 
delegation is sent, he 
said. 
NOVA SCOTIA 
The government has no 
tourist offices outside the 
province but maintains 
promotion agents in 
Toronto, Montreal, New 
York City and in the state 
of Wisconsin. 
Last year the govern- 
ment decided to 
eliminate tourism offices 
and use individual agents 
after the number of 
tourists visiting the 
province decreased. 
Industrial promotion is 
handled by Industrial 
Estates Ltd. (IEL), a 
provincial promotion 
agency. IEL has several 
development officers in 
the province responsible 
for specific geographic 
areas. 
The agency works with 
the agent-general's office 
in London and recently 
opened an office in 
Duesseldorf, West 
Germany. 
Tourism Minister 
Maurice Delory said the 
cost to the province for 
maintaining tourism 
agents in Montreal and 
Toronto is $30,000 each. 
The Wisconsin agent is 
paid $18,000 a year and is 
given the same amount 
for travel and expenses, 
said Delory. Ten years 
ago the government spent 
half this amount on 
tourism promotion, he 
said. 
The agent.general's 
office in London works 
primarily on industrial 
promotion and is esti- 
mated to cost the 
province $192,000 in the 
1977-70 fiscal year, $35,000 
less than last year. 
Delory said the John Dowie, director of 
province changed to manpower mobility, said 
tourism agents from up to 200 persons a week 
offices because the inquire at the Toronto 
government decided it office, which made itself 
needed agents to sell the known through Canada 
province's assets, rather Manpower. 
than having persons The province also has 
sitting in an office han- 
cling out pamphlets. He offices in three countries. 
said it costs less to Alberta House in London 
maintain agents than it opened in 1925 and is 
did to run offices, staffed by 14 persons. The 
department of federal 
The staff has been and inter-government 
recently cut to three from a f f a i r s 
nine and the 1977 budget $265,000 a year to its 
is $170,000. budget. The offices in 
Tokyo and Los Angeles Boden, who is a special assistant to the minister 
of industry and com- 
merce, said he is con- 
cerned that recent budget 
cuts will result in poor 
public relations. 
Norman Vickar, 
minister of industry and 
commerce, said budget 
cuts occurred this year 
because the London office 
was over-staffed and was 
duplicating some work. 
ALBERTA 
Alberta has two 
provincial offices, one in 
Toronto and one in Ot- 
tawa. 
The Ottawa office, 
staffed by three persons, 
opened in the 1930s. Both 
offices are run by the 
department of federal 
and inter-governmental 
affairs, but the depart- 
ment of advanced 
education and manpower 
participates in the 
Toronto office. 
The Toronto ffice was 
opened in February, 
1975.The department of 
federal and inter- 
government affairs pays 
$37,000 annually for 
maintenance and the 
department of advanced 
education and manpower 
pays the rest. No f~gures 
were available for the 
total cost. 
The Ottawa branch has 
an annual budget of 
$110,000. 
A spokesman for the 
department of federal 
and inter-government 
affairs said the Ottawa 
office was established to 
act as a listening post for 
the vrovince in Ottawa. 
The Toronto office is a 
manpower recruiting 
office, she said. The 
three-man staff dis- 
tributes travel in- 
formation and gives 
information to persons 
interested in establishing 
small businesses in the 
province, but the office's 
main function is to assist 
Alberta employers in se- 
lective recruitment, she 
said. 
are smaller and are each 
~ ven $20,000 a year by 
e department. 
The Tokyo office, which 
opened in 1970, is staffed 
by three persons who 
concentrate on business 
development. The Los 
Angeles branch opened in 
1972. It deals mainly with 
travel and tourism in- 
formation and has a staff 
of two. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
The three foreign of- 
rices British Columbia 
maintains are in London, 
Los Angeles and San 
Francisco. 
All three are sponsored 
by the department of 
travel industry. British 
Columbia House in Lon- 
don is staffed by nine civil 
servants--the agent- 
general, a director of 
information, a consultant 
and six local persons. Its 
annual'budget is $453,000. 
B.C. -~ohse provides 
informd'fJ0n to provincial 
resident~,=in Europe and 
British p~ople wishing to 
visit the province. It also 
urovides information on 
business opportunities in
B.C. 
A European economic 
adviser and a com- 
mercial officer are on 
staff. 
The Los Angeles and 
San Francisco offices are 
each staffed by two 
persons and promote 
tourism in ~ (~ 
There is some in- 
dication the concept is 
working, he said. Tours 
increased three per cent 
from 1976, the number of 
recreation vehicles en- 
tering the province in- 
creased five per cent and 
cars from the United 
States increased seven 
per cent. 
Delory said the 
Wisconsin agent, whose 
territory is the Midwest 
and southwestern United 
States, has arranged 12 
bus tours from San 
Francisco for 1970, the 
Alcan to build 
another plant 
MONTREAL (CP) -- tuary in Limerick 
Alcnn Aluminium Ltd., County. 
Billitun B.V. of The A metric ton is the 
Hague and Anaconda Co. equivalent ofa long ton-- 
of New York announced 1,000 kilograms or 2,20vu. 
today the companies rhtzof the three corn- 
have reached agreement paniss wi l l  use the 
in principle to construct a alumina in  smelters 
$500-million alumina elsewhere or will sell it to 
plant in the Republic of other companies. The 
Ireland. alumina Will not, 
An Alcan statement however, be brought into 
said the company will Canada where the 
own 4o per cent of the existing Alcan alumina 
plant, Billiton 35 per cent plant in Quebec is 
and Anaconda 25 per adequate to-supply the 
cent. The plant, expected alean smelters. 
to be finished in four Ireland's membership 
ears, will have a labor in the . European. 
roe of about 800 .  Economic Community 
A jointly-owned which permits free entry 
of alumina, into other company, Aughinish 
Alumina Ltd., will member countries was a 
operate the 800,000- major factorin the choice 
metric-ton alumina plant of coun.try. " ~: 
in Anghinish, an island in Bliliton bel0~gs to the 
the Shannon River Es- RoyalDutch Shell Group 
Veto Legal?. 
O'ITAWA (CP) - -  
Justice Minister Ron 
Basford said Tuesday he 
will investigate a charge 
by Progressive Con- 
servative Erik Nielson 
that the federal govern- ~|. 
i ~ ~ .  : ment acted un- 
constitutionally when it 
: ' ~ ~ .  ordered that a bill passed 
by the Yukon legislative '~ :~ :~': assembly not ~ pro- 
,~, claimed. 
~:~.~ . . . .  ' Basford told Nielson in 
:-~:,~,.,~.:: .:..., :, ~ :~c :: the Commons he would 
,, ..... ,5~. o ~.'., ~.,. Nor them 
"~ .... ~"~ ~' ~' : "  Minister Hugh Faulkner, 
consult Affairs 
Nielson said Fauikner 
had ordered Yukon 
Commissioner Arthur 
Pearson ot to proclaim a 
bill passed by the 12- 
member assembly 
amending existing in- 
quiries legislation. 
The Yukon MP said 
later in an interview that 
a cabinet order was 
required to prevent he 
bill from becoming law, 
not simply a directive 
from the northern affairs 
minister. 
Nielson said the 
government does not 
want the bil~ passed 
because it fears it will 
result in an inquiry into 
the conduct of Pearson. 
The commissibner had 
recommended '~ earlier 
that charges !a~ainst a 
local lawyer ~be with- 
drawn by his director of 
legal affairs' ,after a 
Supreme Court jhdge had 
adjourned the' case. 
Nielsen said Pearson's 
recommendation 
amounted to :judicial 
interference . . . .  
The amendment was 
aimed at broadening the 
inquiries act to allow an 
inquiry into the:conduct 
of the commissioner. 
Basford promitmd to in- 
vestigate, but,~sald he 
assumed that legal ad- 
vice had been, sought 
before the order was 
given. .~ ~; 
, . . . . . |  fl 
Few cOmm itte)'s 
in Canada 
i 
OTTAWA (CP) -- 
Statistics Canada says 49 
cent of Canadians 
gfeto work and back by 
themselves, compared 
with only 16 per cent who 
use public transit. 
in a recently published 
study on commuters' 
travelling habits, the 
federal agency found that 
5.8 million commute to 
woi'k daily in 4.6 million 
Python on 
the loose 
NEW WESTMINSTER, 
B.C. (CP) -- Ka, the 16- 
foot python stolen 
Tuesday from the hotel 
dressing room of 
Phoenix, his owner and 
exotic dancing partner, 
was returned Wed- 
nes~y. 
The three-year-old 
snake, who was about to 
shed his skin and needs a 
steady supply of live 
rates tb keep in shape, 
was left in a basket 
outside the hotel's back 
door. 
Phoenix, a dancer who 
uses the snake in her 
stage act, has no idea who 
took Ka, or why. 
"But I'm relieved that 
whoever it was had the 
sense to bring him back. I 
just hope they kept him 
warm,"she said. 
Pythons, being cold- 
blooded, are susceptible 
to cold. A dose of below 
zero weather for a couple 
of hours would have 
caused Ka to stiffen up, 
perhaps for good. 
The python was almost 
the subject of a snake 
hunt. One New West- 
minster private detective 
had offered his services, 
and Vancouver police 
were also on the scent 
too. 
Phoenix, who had 
carried on her act without 
her main attraction, put 
Ka back to work as soon 
as she was sure he was 
able. 
t t  ' 
He just loves being 
with me," she said. 
Ka just stuck out his 
tongue. 
cars and another 1.3 
million use .. c, public 
wansportation to reach 
their jobs. . ~. 
In three years from 
November, 197~3, the 
survey found the number 
of workers using~cars to 
reach their work has 
risen by 297,000 o~, 5.4 per 
cent. This contrasts with 
the additional 45j000, or 
3.6 per cent, who are 
using public transit. 
Most of the congestion 
associated with. heavy 
traffic occurs in 
metropolitan areas, and 
the survey found that 
about twothirds of the 
residents of larger cities 
use their cars tO get to 
work. 
The private autbmobile 
was most widely used in 
Hamilton, Ont., Van- 
couver, Edmonton and 
Calgary. In those four 
areas, more than ~7o per 
cent of all commuters 
travelled to work by car 
and S0 per cent df all 
commuters drove alone 
in their cars. ~ 
Police 
beat 
Terrace RCMP are 
looking for the owner of 
some fishing gearlwhich 
was lost during the last 18 
months. "/ 
Police believe th~ items 
were stolen from a 
vehicle left on the side of 
the road somewhere 
between Terrace and 
IQtimat. 
If you have lost '~ these 
items please contact 
Terrace detachment 
RCMP and ask for. Cst. 
Larry York. , 
A Terrace woman had 
her purse stolen frdm her 
car last night where it 
was parked m fron[ of her 
house in the 4000 block 
Benner. 
The car had bedn left 
unlocked and was run- ni ; 
purse contained 
about $30 cash" and 
identification. . 
{ 
1 
Tax 
changes 
needed 
TRAIL - A complete 
revision of government 
policies and taxation as 
they relate to mining are 
neceasary to correct he 
problems that threaten 
the long.term future of 4 
the industry, a 
dOakye.Sman said here 
P.R. Matthew, i~ 
Managing Director of 
The Mining Association . . . . . .  
of British Columbia, told 
the Trail Rotary Club 
that if present economic 
and political conditions 
'persist the entire 
Canadian mining in- 
dustry may end in chaos. 
• "Milling is so wrapped 
up in bureaucratic red 
tape and saddled with 
such rapacious taxation 
that onl~v a drastic 
revision m government 
mineral po l i cy  and 
taxation will produce any 
long-term promise for the 
industry," Matthew said. 
~ Matthew said the in- ustry is optimistic that ......... 
vorld economic con- 
~itious and markets will ............................... 
ckup again, and that 
be a real help to the 
dustry. But, he said, = 
overnments should ~ . .L ~ 
nPlement policy " " • 
~nges now so that " : . ,  " "  
Ldustry can take full . . . .  • " : 
dvantage of improved 
conomic conditions 
hen they occur. 
j He said there were at 
[~ast four changes 
equired in govenrment 
f titude and legislation. 
rst, the stock ex- 
nges must not be 
~estroyed asa source of 
¢luity financing, a 
~evelopment which may 
~ppen in a drive to 
~=ninate abuses. Almost 
dl B.C. mines have been 
~.scovered by companies 
fnanced through the 
f, ock exchange, he said. 
~)Secondly, prOCures 
qust be simplified for 
s~proving new mining 
c~erations. Delays of a 
y'~r or more are ex- 
~rieneed in development 
mcause so many ap- 
~ovals are required 
~m governments. 
~Third, labor mobility 
~ust be improved 
though training . 
iograms and by 
|o~ding tax incentives 
| employees who move 
[work in remote mining 
feas. 
!Fourth, income and 
qsource tax reform is 
 uired. 
I 
i"Both levels of 
g~vernment must create 
a tax structure that will 
~n the stage for new e development when 
eruditions improve," 
l~atthew said. 
,While market con- 
¢litious are basically the 
cruse of our present 
dilemma, our mining 
c~mpsnies have been so 
htavlly taxed that they 
have no resources to 
w~ather prolonged down 
ptrioda. 
"We must be allowed to 
keep some of our ear- 
niags from the good yours 
tohelp us over the bad," 
lVhtthew said. "This has 
no~ been possible under 
the tax poIicies that have 
existed m recent years." 
Matthew said the tax on 
mining operations should 
be no more than 5O 
percent. At present, it 
can be almost 57 percent 
for a mature mine. 
Earned depletion, which 
reduces the effective tax 
rate for companies 
engaged in exploration 
and development, should 
be retained as an in- 
eentive. 
The provincial 
government should 
abandon the policy of 
taxing each mine 
separately. Present 
policy discourages 
mining companies from 
opening new mines. And, 
Matthew said, the write- 
off rate for development 
expenditures hould be 
increased to 100 percent, 
in line with the write-off 
rate for exploration and 
capital expenditures. 
f 
Grade 3 students at Thoml~l primary had an enjoyable l sson on 
"What to listen for in music" yesterday to coincide with Canada 
Chamber concert 
.•. , ~i •- 
i ~ ' / l  
/" i 
Music Week. Above, Fdndergarden student Nichols Jenkins 
played a short piece on the piano. 
Childrens recital 
certs are sponsored by 
the Terrace Concert 
Association. 
Also during this past 
week local school 
students have had an 
opportunity to hear a 
special school concert by 
the Colson Orchestra nd 
the Thornhill Primary 
Grade Threes had a 
special concert, "What o 
listen for in music" by 
Debbie Graf, Inga Davis, 
Leah-Ann Bahr, Nicki 
Jenkins and Connie 
Rauschenberger. 
Students are pupils of 
Marylin Davies. 
In addition, Caledonia 
High School Drama 
Students are putting the 
finishing touches on their 
up and coming musical 
"Doctor ,  Doctor"  
opening Nov. 29 at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Yes, Canada Music 
Week is alive and well 
and in Terrace. 
dazzles audience highlights music week 
by Kate Hudson pure opera and the lilting 
Special Correspondent allegro completed this "Music is a powerful plays in their lives. Some 
A truly unique chamber work with vtvacity and and versatile medium of are fortunate to hear ensemble, the Andros grace. 
Colson Orchestra, per- A little known work, an expression. It reflects concerts of world famous 
formed for a small but Adagio for String Or- man's inner self and his artists aluting the great 
a t tent ive  audience chestra Op. 3 by Lekeu, image of the world, and masters of the past as 
Tuesday evening at the followed. This Belgian an appreciation and well as the Canadian 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre composer who studiedin understanding of it helps Composers of the 
sponsored by:the Terrace, France with Cesar contribute, to* the corn- present. Others are 
'CToneert Zssoeiation Franck and Vincent p.!ete individual." said applauding Canadian 
affiliated with Festival d'Indy, was the hope of t'ierre Trudeau on a musical artists, both 
Concert Society. his generation with letter to the Canadian vocal and instrumental 
Their artistic director, Debussy and Ravel. Federation of Music and still others are 
Andros Co ison ,  Unfortunately he died at Teachers on the oc- hearing the wide num- 
graduated summa cure the age of 24 before he eassion of Canada Music bets of student per- 
lauds from the Paris could explore his own week, Nov. 20-27, 1977. formers playing for their 
Conservatory as a ideas unfettered by his This is the twenty- families and friends. 
brilliant violinist, and teachers influence. This sevventh observance of Residents of Terrace 
married moving to a adagio which brought o Music Weeek and is have a wide of musical 
country estate south of mind romantically ira- sponsored annually by activities to choose from 
Paris. Here she gathered pressionistic ghosts ot the music teachers this week. Tuesday saw a 
around her young other times was played throughout Canada nd is performance of the 
musicians from over the with great rapport by the chaired this year by Past Andree Celson Orchestra 
world eventually forming artist and gave great President of the of Paris, France at the 
a touring orchestra under satisfaction to this Federation, Helen R.E.M. Lee Theatre and 
the sponsorship of the listener as well. Dahistrom of Trail, B.C. Saturday evening at 8:15 
French Government who The Six Preludes for Celebrations invillages violinist, Jack Glatzer, 
have played all over Strings by contemporary and isolatedcommunities accompanied by local 
Europe, toured Israel, French Composer, Jean as well as towns and pianist Stuart McCallum 
India, Far East, Franciax, completed the cities encourage people to will appear at the same 
Australia, New Zealand programme. These short reflect on the part music place. Both these con- 
and Africa as well as the peices, enhanced by the 
Damage due to mining 
imminent inquiry told 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
A spokesman for Denison 
Mines Ltd. said Tuesday 
that open-pit coal mining 
in northeastern British 
Columbia will cause en- 
vironmental damage, but 
asked environmental 
groups and government 
to keep things in per- 
spective. 
Richard Hermann, 
vice-president for coal 
operations at Denison, 
which has plans for 
development i  the area, 
told the ro~,al commission 
investigating B.C. Rail 
affairs that the coal- 
mining industry has a 
reputation for environ- 
mental damage, but the 
industry now is en- 
vironmentally respon- 
sible. 
DAMAGE TO MINIMUM 
"It's not possible to 
carry out projects 
without some environ- 
mental damage, but it 
can be kept to a 
minimum," Hermann 
said. "We have to comply 
with govgtmment 
reguiationp, and we have 
a responsf0flity to do a 
"~lJ f minimum amount of 
environmei~tal d mage." 
oq 
"We dq .~ plead with 
environment'groups and 
government to please 
keep things in per- 
spective." 
The commission said 
Denison's predictions of 
the economic benefits of 
northeast coal were 
justifiable, despite fore- 
casts of massive 
development costs of 
several hundred million 
dollars. 
Commission counsel 
Peter Ballem reported 
that B.C,~ Raft's 
estimated co~t of con- 
structing a lifts into the 
coalfields and upgrading 
existing line is $276 
million from Anzac, 100 
kilometres north of 
Prince George, or $277 
million from Chetwynd. 
There also will be the 
costs to provincial and 
federal governments for 
new Prince Rupert port 
facilities, northeast town 
sites and road links. 
Hermann said he is 
convinced all parties will 
benefit. He said even B.C. 
Rail, with $650 million in 
debts, could see returns 
for capital and profit as 
high as eight per cent. 
WILL PAY 
Under cross 
examination by Mr. 
Justice Lloyd McKenzie, 
commission chairman, 
Hermann rejected 
suggestions that existing 
coal concerns in south- 
east B.C. will face serious 
cutback should northeast 
coal proceed. Both areas 
can share in expanding 
markets, he said. 
"And we would not 
expect BCR to pay.for 
transportation services 
without heir satisfaction 
that they will receive an 
adequate return on their 
investment," he said. 
"We expect o pay for the 
BCR facilities." 
Justice McKenzie said 
northeast coal concerns 
such as Denison and 
British Petroleum would 
not have spent vest sums 
of money on exploration 
if northeast coal was not 
an acceptable risk. 
"It seems to me that 
the optimism seems quite 
justifiable, and I hope it 
will be fulfilled," haid. 
Americas establishing a programme notes, gave 
solid in ternat iona l  an unmistakably French 
flair to the topics at hand, 
"It has been suggested 
... that we will destroy the 
Rocky Mountains, but 
that is pretty far- 
fetched," he said. "If you 
look at the percentage 
that will be disturbed 
then you get the situation 
into its proper per- 
speetive." 
reputation. 
Tuesday's per- 
formance began with the 
Premiere Recreation De 
Musique, by Leelair. The 
overture and six dance 
movements hat followed 
were played with careful 
precision and in definite 
style but were a bit 
cautious for my taste. 
• The Quartet No. I by 
Rossini showed off the 
fine ensemble playing of 
the group and displayed 
the humour of  the 
opening • moderato in a 
most skillful manner. The 
Andante movement gave 
us that Rossini sense of 
Apertura, L'elegeia, ~ 
Scherzo, Intermezzo alia 
tedesca nd Sogno. 
Two encores par- 
ticularly delighted the 
audience. The first, the 
familiar Suite for Strings 
by Corelii and the second 
a Rondo by Rossinni. This 
rondo was perhaps the 
orchest ra ' s  f inest  
moment. Playing a well 
loved and fine piece of 
muszc with such 
delightful grace and style 
sent the audience away 
hoping it won't be too long 
before we hear them 
again. 
Guides enrolled 
by Debbra Ann Brown 
Special Correspondent 
Monday night was a 
special night for 
seventeen girls ranging 
from ages 10 to 12. They 
were being enrolled as 
Girl Guides. 
Fifteen parents wat- 
ched as Kitsumkalum 
District Commissioner, 
Nancy McMahan, 
Captain M. Sandyke and 
Lieutenant Debbie 
Campbell enrolled the 
candidates. 
In order to qualify, the 
girls had to learn the 
following Guide Primise: 
I promise on honor to do 
my best to do my duty to 
God, the Queen and my 
Country, to help others at 
all times and to obey the 
guide law. 
The guide law is: (1) A 
guide's honor is to be 
trusted, (2) a guide is 
loyal, (3) a guide is useful 
• and helps others, (4) a 
guide is a friend to all and 
sister to every guide, (5) 
a guide is courteous, (6) a 
guide is kind to animals 
and enjoys the beauty in 
nature, (7) a guide is 
obedient, (8) a guide 
smiles and sings even 
under difficulty, (9) a 
guide is thrifty and (10) a 
guide is pure in thought, 
work and deed. 
The Guide motto is Be 
Prepared. 
The tenderfeet nrolled 
are: Gina Bryant, Sylvia 
Clayton, Cindy Clayton, 
Lacanne Bilger, Carol 
Anderson, Helen Anne 
Baranieski, Cathy Ann 
Martin, Milea Hiles, 
Bernie Bouiten, Bunnie 
Haigh, Kelly-Anne 
Tassell, Kirsten 
Clarkson, Chantal Mc- 
Farland, Genny Caron, 
Catherine MacDongall 
and Debbra Ann Brown. 
Denison holds nor- 
theast coal reserves 
covering 200,000 acres 100 
kilometres south of 
Chetwynd, B.C. Other 
concerns hold equal 
ureas of coal deposits. 
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Top Sirloin 
Steak. 
Boneless 
Beef. 
Grade 
T-Bone Steak 
Safeway 
:r:Pde: b" a , : 2 , 6  9 
Stewed Tomatoes 
With Nushrooms. 
,our=., 
19 fl. oz. Tin for 
Soft | 
Oragmont, 
'""'a"'""' 2 69:  28 oz. Btl. for Plus Bottle Deposit 
B.O. Carrots 
Canada 
No. 1 Grade. 
25 lb. Sack '3 .89 
B.C. Beets 
Canada 
No. 1 Grade. 
25 Ib, S~ck 
I 
 41.59 
Prices Effective 
Nov. 23-Nov. 26 
In Terrace Safeway Store 
Sales ;n Retail Guantities only. 
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Spirited 
conference 
comes to end 
, By CATHY MeKERCHER 
WASHING. TO. N (CP) -- The first U.S. government- 
sponsorea Nauunal Women's Conference ended on an 
emotional high this week, but leaders of the women's 
movement realize they still have a long way to go in 
the fight for equalRy and ~lltical power. 
.The. four-day .meeting in Houston produced an 
inmost unpreceaented spirit of unity among U.S. 
~omen, with delegates believing after it encl~l that 
.,m.ey had taken a major step toward policy change in 
mm country. 
But as the euphoria wears off, delegates, organizers 
and observers are faced with the problem of what the 
next stage should be. 
The meeting did come up with a 23-point program, 
prop0s~g myeepkg reforms in laws and government 
.regulauons zo assist women personally, economically, 
regally and culturally. 
The central item in that program--and the prime 
test of the strength of the women's movement--was 
supporting the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) to 
the U.S. Constitution. 
END DISCRIMINATION 
Since its approval by Congress in 1972, the amend- 
ment prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sex 
has been ratified by 35 of the 38 states required to 
attach it to the Constitution. 
With the 1979 deadline for ratification approaching, 
however, and with conservative oppesition to the 
amendment appearing to gain groundm many states, 
conference organizers regarded a strongendorsement 
of the ERA as absolutely essential to the future suc- 
cep of the women's rights drive. 
_~ani~rs  got what they wanted--an over- 
wiblming vote of support despite the presence of a 
well-co-ordinated coalition of anti-ERA delegates at 
the meeting. 
The vote represented a major setback for the 
c_o~ervativ.e.~roupa opposing the amendment, led by 
~mcngo pollueaz organizer Phyllis Sehlafy. She not 
only expected the proposal supporting the amendment 
to be defeated at the Houston meeting, but had hoped 
the feminists movement would die out after being 
she..wn as "the radical, anti-feminist, anti-family, pro- 
zosmun people they are." 
Whatever else the conference may eventually ac- 
complish, it was a clear demonstration that the 
women's movement is alive and well. 
Perhaps the most significant achievement was 
getting 1,400 women from all regions of the country 
and with the full spectrum of religious, ethnic and po- 
litical orientations to do what the conference was 
mandated to do-develop a program informing 
President Carter and Congress on what American 
women want and how to attain those goals. 
As one feminist put it in a recent interview: "The 
only thing you can say for sure that all women would 
support is the abolition of menstrual cramps." 
Many of the points approved by the conference, 
including an end to discrimination against 
homosexuals in everything from employment tochild 
custody, appear tobe considerably more ambitious 
the an Carter, Congress, or state legislatures would be 
willing to support. 
Some of the recommendations would require action 
by local or state governments, not by the federal of- 
ficials who will receive the proposals. 
And the conference was unable to do anything to 
resolve the prime difficulty of the equality 
movement--the lack of elected women represen- 
tatives to Congress. 
However, it likely will have the effect of getting 
politicians to focus more on what their women con- 
stituente want and may, as organizers hope, speed 
state legislature votes on the ERA. 
And if Carter comes out in support of at least some 
of the social reforms proposed, it will be seen as a 
victory, indeed, if perhaps only a moral one, for 
women throughout the country. 
b19; '70n , , I , l o l  '~  'Wed~of* ,*/Lq 
Hall ideas expensive 
TORONTO (CP) -- An 
Ontario Economic 
Council report says it 
would cost Ontario tax- 
f~ayers millions of dollars 
Ottawa were to im- 
plement some of the Hall 
commission recom- 
mendations on Western 
Canada grain. 
The commission 
headed by Emmett Hall, 
former justice of the 
Supreme Court of 
Canada, made recom- 
mendations tothe federal 
government on issues 
related to grain handling, 
marketing and tran- 
sportation and their ef- 
fect on the Prairie econ- 
omy. 
Among other things, it 
urged Ottawa to conduct 
a major reorganization f 
prairie rail services, 
including establishment 
of a rail authority, and 
called, for a rewew of 
freight rates which it said 
a re  now hampering 
secondary industry in 
Western Canada. 
Alan Abeuchar, 
~rofessor of economics at 
niversity of Toronto, 
analysed the commis- 
sion's report for the 
science council and said 
many of the proposed 
measures appear [o be 
inconsistent with 
economic planning on a 
national scale. 
They could prove costly 
to ia'~ayers in other 
parts of Canada while 
having l itt le positive 
effect on the over-all 
economic health of the 
Prairie province s,,,,he 
The Hall commission 
recommended gradu~ 
abandonment by 1981 of 
2,165 miles of  prairie 
branch lines used to haul 
grain and suggested that 
municipalities affected 
should receive federal 
government com- 
pensation equal to five 
years taxes on the 
abandoned properties. 
Abeuchar estimated 
the Ontario contribution 
to such compensation 
over five years would be 
about $2 million. 
I 
"'l he necessities of life are getting so expensive these days, 
all we can afford to buy anymore are the luxuries.'" 
North Sea reserves large 
EASTBOURNE, 
England (CP) -- An 
energy expert has 
described the orth Sea 
basin lying between 
Britain and Norway as 
the world's most impor- 
tant new hydrocarbon 
province, with fuel that 
will fill Western Europe's 
needs well into the next 
century. 
Prof. Peter Odell, an 
energy adviser to the 
British government, old 
a three-day conference on 
advancing energy tech- 
nology organized by the 
Institute of Fuel, that 
NorthSea oil and gas can 
supply more than half of 
Western Europe's total 
energy needs up to and 
beyond the year 2000. 
He said the develop- 
ment of Western Europe 
was historically based on 
the use of indigenous 
energy resources, but 
largely as a result of the 
activities of international 
oil companies, the region 
has become increasingly 
dependent on imported 
energy after 1950. It now 
seemed that the period 
1950-75 would prove to 
have been a relatively 
short-lived aberration 
from the norm in respect 
of the continent's energy 
supply and that there 
would now be a steady 
return to an economic 
Rich get poorer 
LONDON (CP) -- The old contention that the rich 
~t  richer while the poor get poorer just doesn't seem 
hold for Britain, a new survey suggests. 
In fact, while there still is a great gap, wealth and 
ineo e are gradually being spread more equitably 
acros.q the population. 
The findings are included in a study by the Royal 
Commission oin the Distribution of Income an 
dWealth. 
It shows, for one thing, that the amount of wealth 
controlled by the top one per cent of the population 
was reducedto 24,3 per cent from 25 per cent during 
1975. 
And while the lower kS0 per cent of the population 
still controls less than 25 per cent, their~rtion rose to 
23.8 from 21.9 that year. 
Total personal wealth in Britain at mid-1975 stted at 
approximately 240 billion pounds ($480 billion.) 
The rise in share prices that year should have 
favoreed the rich, the commission says, but other 
influences uch as an increase in building society 
deposits and savings may have offset his. 
The flow of income alSO appears to be changinhg. 
Over the 1960-75 period, the highest-earning one per 
cent of the population found its total income dropping 
to 6.2per cent fro 8.4 per cent, before taxes. 
Andspeaking of income taxes and social security 
contribution, the commission says Britauns rank 
equally alongside Canadians at about he middle of the 
scale of selected ind;urstrial countries. 
The commission, headed by former Labor treasury 
minister Lord Diamond, is charged with keeping the 
distribution of wealth and income under review. 
The commission generally backs up figures 
released two months ago by the tyreasury, contending 
that while taxes and sooialsecurity contributions are 
lower for French, Australian, United States and Irish 
taxkpayers, the bite is mroe severe for the Swedes, 
West Germans and Japanese. 
One of the mnost significant changes in teh picture 
of private wealth in Britain, however, is that a greater 
protion of the population's net assets now is tied up in 
home ownership. 
Between 1960 and 1975, this figure more than 
doubled, to 37.4 per cent from 17.7 
system which relied 
mainly on the use of in- 
digenous energy. 
COAL APPEARS 
Prof. Odell said that, in 
the short term, energy 
resources in Western 
Europe could be devel- 
oped to meet an in- 
creasing share of the 
region's total needs. 
While North Sea oil and 
gthas could supply more 
an half these needs up 
to or even beyond the 
year 2000, other Western 
European off-shore oil- 
beanng areas would 
make energy  con- 
tributions and m the long- 
term be supplemented by 
energy from indigenous 
coal. 
The expert continued: 
"Indeed coal could 
become the single most 
important energy source 
in the second quarter of 
the 21st century, given 
the development of new 
technologies on both the 
supply and demand 
sides." 
These developments in 
conventional energy 
could largely eliminate 
Western Europe's de- 
mand for oil imports and 
also reduce pressure for 
the fast and extensive 
~evelopment of nuclear 
power, he added. 
"By 2050 it is not 
unreasonable to expect 
the commercialization f 
infinite energy resources 
such as solar, geothermal 
or fission. Thereafter, 
Western Europe's 
remaining reserves of 
conventional fossil fuel 
will become unnecessary 
to sustain the energy 
needs of the region, and 
may be reserved for 
other uses," he said. 
Prof. Odell, from 
Rotterdam's Epasmus 
University, was 
~resenting a paper en- 
tied A Return to an 
Energy Self-sufficient 
Western Europe jointly 
with a university 
colleague, Dr. Kenneth 
Posing. 
Consultant wins 
damages 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
J. Boyd Douglas, former 
president of a Vancouver 
consulting firm, was 
awarded $166,208 
damages Tuesday for 
disniissal without 
adequate notice. 
Mr. Justice W. J. 
Trainer ruled in British 
Columbia Supreme Court 
that Douglas, who had 
been with the firm for 26 
years and was its 
president and chief 
operating officer for the 
final eight years, was 
entitled to 21 months 
salary from Sandwell and 
Co. Ltd. 
Court was told the firm 
was founded by P. R. 
Sandwell in 1949, became 
a public company in 1969, 
at which time Sondwell 
was named chairman of 
the board and Douglas its 
president. 
The firm has 13 
operating officers in 
various parts of the world 
and h~ more than 700 
employees. It provides 
professional engineering 
and management ser- 
vices internationally, 
particularly in the forest 
products industry. 
Douglas, 55, was a 
University of B.C. 
graduate in mechanical 
engineering. 
Sandwell told the 
hearing that he called 
Douglas to his home on a 
Sunday morning, Feb. 20, 
1977, and told him that he 
was being replaced by a 
new president and that 
the announcement would 
be made the following 
day. 
The supreme court 
judge basedhis award on 
Douglas's $85,000 salary 
plus pension, insurance 
and medical and dental 
benefits which brought 
the annual total to 
$94,976. 
The firm had admitted 
that Douglas was 
dismissed without 
adequate notice. 
Damn Yankees 
"Well now, you all know 
I have spent about a year 
up that  wilderness of 
Terrace and Kitimat, 
trying to get those Yics 
(YankeeImproved 
Canadians) and "bush 
niggers" and Indian 
people,, to go a!ong with 
our making anomer mess 
of that country by using 
Kitimat as our oil port. 
At this point I must 
admit those local yokels 
don't seem to appreciate 
all the advantages it 
would mean to us down 
here in Texas. Also I'm 
still hurting from the 
time those PeOple chased 
me off their village when 
I was only trying to tell 
them how good we would 
be treating them. 
We were doing fine for 
awhile; we got all the 
local politicians in our 
pocket. Lucky for us that 
MP Frank Howard is out 
of the picture. 
We can expect support 
from their Chambers of 
Commerce. They have 
~/et o show any interest 
m the conservation of 
that wilderness anyway. 
For instance, all we had 
to do was hang that 
carrot fo jobs and 
business in front of them; 
they aren't smart enough 
to see beyond the carrot 
anyway. 
They don't have to 
know we would be 
bringing in most of our 
own people for the job, 
using only local yokels for 
the ulgger work. 
Then along comes this 
Dr. Thompson ,uy with 
his publci enqmry stuff. 
This Dr. Thompson 
wasn't hurting us at all, 
even though he spent 
about a million bucks on 
the deal. 
However, I am sorry to 
report that some of the 
facts the local yokels 
made public through this 
Dr. Thompson are 
hunting out efforts to help 
those yics and "bush 
niggers." Lucky for us 
this Dr. Thompson is out 
of the picture also now. 
As you all know, the 
American Congress i  too 
smart to allow the use of 
Cherry Point as an oil 
terminal. It would 
probably mess up the 
whole of Puget Sound and 
the Americans would not 
stand for that. 
Then Port Angeles is 
very reluctant, even 
though Juan de Fuca 
Straits if fourteen miles 
wide and no shoals or 
reefs with a straight 
course for the tankers. I
am sure we won't make 
an oil port there either, 
because of our laws and 
regulations, which are 
good for the American 
people. 
Now up there in Canada 
there are no regulations 
for oil transport. In fact 
when some of those old 
tanekrs break up and 
spew oil all over that so 
called beautiful coast, the 
taxpeyers have to foot the 
bill to clean it up. The 
anker company then 
collects the insurance for 
the loss of ship and cargo. 
We would be home free. 
After all, we are not in 
the tanker business and if 
those guys can't get their 
ships through those 
narrow channels with the 
tides and hurricane winds 
without smashing tham 
on the rocks, that's their 
problem, not ours. 
The moise from those 
local yokels because of 
the mess wouldn't hurt us 
anyway. Then lock at all 
the money it would save 
us by going through 
Kitimat? Also look at all 
the money the American 
construction and logging 
companies saved by 
drag-lining out the 
spawning tributaries of 
the famous Kitimat River 
salmon runs. 
All the Candaians did 
was curtail the com- 
mercial fishing, close 
down part of the river to 
sportsmen and tourist, 
and ban the use of salmon 
eggs for bait, in the in- 
terest of conservation. No 
problem for us 
Americans at all. 
now you take when 
Kitimat dumped their 
raw untreated sewage 
into the river above their 
Indian Village driving 
those people away from 
their fishing grounds. The 
noise made by that was 
very feeble, even though 
Dr. Wnllacott told the 
people not. to eat the fish, 
nor to swim there. 
They knew that 
eventually it would have 
to be fxed up, but by the 
time the local yokels 
woke up to what was 
happening, the cost of the 
treatment plant would be 
passed onto the tax- 
payers and their kids. 
Look at all the money the 
company saved on that 
deal! 
There was no problem 
at all for the company 
when they decided to 
flood out hundreds of 
millions of dollars worth 
of choice farm land and 
~ e timber in the a, Tahtsa and 
Whitosall lake country. In 
fact, there was more 
prime timber flooded 
over then than that stupid 
bunch of local yokels will 
ever take out of that 
country. 
There was not any 
noticeable noise made by 
the government, nor the 
people, nro the Chambers 
of Commerce. The old 
carrot in front of their 
nose about jobs and 
pro(gress fooled them 
agmn. Now mind ym, we 
are too smart to let a 
thing like that happen in 
the good old U.S.A. We 
would have logged i~ first. 
Then again then was 
that little deal wi~h the 
Celanese Compazy of 
America when: they 
decided to dredge Cat the 
spawning grounds ~f the 
Kitsumkalum Rivet Now 
just to show you how 
stupid the local ~okels 
are-- that fiver pr~luced 
the most fantastic zms of 
huge spring shmon, 
cohee, pinks : and 
steelhead in the tacific 
North West. : 
The value of 'those 
fabulous runs of fsh to 
the sportsmen, tie so 
lucrative touristltrade 
and commercial t~hery 
was beyond estinntion. 
When the damng(: was 
done the Dep~ of 
Fisheries closed r~'st of 
the river to sporbinen! 
Now the local yoke~ who 
could have made prt of 
their living fron the 
tourist trade are ~ won- 
dering why they me left 
holding that emp~seck. 
The old carrot!trick 
really worked the!. one 
also. 
All those Canalians 
have up there isi fish, 
timber and a few |otato 
patches -- oh yed and 
Uncle Aloan. Ha H~. 
I 
Most of the logghg in 
B.C. is done by Am~can 
companies and w4get 
most of their Frase~ fish, 
a lot of the Nasd and 
Skeeea salmon anyway. 
And those stupid Yic; pay 
for the cost of the 
~awning channels and 
h ladders! 
We have them Fetty 
well trained, but dann it 
they seem to be mar- 
temng up. Then igain 
there another preblen. If 
those Indians keep 
pushing for their ]and 
claims they could sbp us 
from messing up some 
more of their land and 
rivers, which would hurt 
us badly. 
So before those local 
yokels tell us Yankees to 
go home we will haw to 
work like hell and 
~ohably go throug~ the 
ck door and oyez the 
fence before we :beat 
them on this oil pert deal. 
It might cost us a few 
hundred thousand tO a 
Swiss bank to grease the 
skids, but that is only 
peanuts to us; look at all 
the money we could make 
out of it." 
Victor M. Bryant 
News BriefS 
EXPLORER PLANS 
TRIP 
LONDON (CP) -- A 42- 
yearold Briton plans to 
make an ll,-009- 
kilometre (6,675-mile) 
journey around i the 
perimeter of Greenland 
in 1978--halfway by foot 
on land and half by water. 
Walley Herbert, veteran 
of a number of Polar 
treks, will leave with two 
companions Jan. 25, 1978, 
and hopes to finish the 
journey 14 months later 
in March, 1979. 
Rivers and Shores 
by Jim Culp 
After an absence of a number of months from the 
Herald Jim Culp Is again writing a column on the 
outdoors, angling and the environment. 
Jim has no intention of giving away secret fishing 
holes but hopes to provide thought-provoking in. 
formation on the outdoors. 
Although Jim's views do not necessarily reflect 
those of the Herald, we welcome him back to our 
pages. 
Since May -- when I last wrote in the Herald, much 
water and fish have passed under the bridge. To get 
baek into the groove of ~ings what better way is there 
than to talk a~it about he salmon season to date and 
changes made in the Salmon regulations. 
From all indications this summers chinook sport 
fishery was very good for a large percentage of" the 
army of~glera pursuing these trophy fish. Numerous 
limit catenes were taken and many visitors and locals 
alike went home with smiles on their faces and fish in 
the coolers. 
Yours truly cannot be includect in the select circle of 
those anglers who connected with one of the big 
bruisers. While I continue to be frustrated by these 
biggest of all salmon, I certainly enjoyed the fine 
weather we had this summer and an opportunity to see 
a numocr of large birght fish roll in front of me -- not 
to mention numerous chinooks that I saw other 
anglers hook into. 
Coinciding with the good return of chinooks to the 
Skeena was an unusually large influx of tourist 
anglers to our area, particularly from Alberta, 
Southern B.C. and the Northwest States, who along 
with the local anglers, concentrated their fishing 
effort in the section of the Skeena River immediately 
above the Kalum river to where it joins the Lskelse 
River. 
Towards the second week in August the fishing 
pressure on the mairmtem Skeen chinnoks was 
becoming excessive and in the opinion of the Fisheries 
Service, was jeopardizing this valuable run of 
chinooks. 
In an effort o counteract this over-exploitation, tbe~, 
introduced acomplete angling closure of this section 
of the Skeen river from Aug. 15 to Sept. 18. Was it 
necessary to go this far in protecting these fish? I 
believe the~ was no choice this year -- something bad 
to be done quickly and the options were limited. 
However, for the future I am of the opinion that there 
are other ways of cutting down on the over-kill of the 
malnstem fish, without closing the area in question to 
all angling. 
Following my next column, I will explore other 
options that are vaailable, while at the same time 
probing into the current fresh water slamon 
regulations and their relevance under todays con- 
ditions. 
While the chinooks provided fair sport in the 
malnstem Skeena River, the coho runs turned out to 
be a bust. This didn't hold true in rivers such as the 
Kalum and Lskelse where good returns have been 
experienced. 
With ~xtremely ow Wa{er Collditions ~rsisting In 
the Lak~lse River during Sept. imd early Oet.; there 
was a Very serious fisheries management problem to 
contend with. Once high numbers of anglers were 
attempting toctach, both by legal and illegal methods, 
the cobs that were crowding the lower three or four 
miles of the Lakelse. 
This years run of echo appeared to be much larger 
than the last two or three years-- as well the throng of 
anglers fishing for them seemed to be correspondingly 
larger. Because of the low water conditions, illegal 
fo~ hooking or 'snagging' of the cobs became very 
senous. 
In an effort to control this problem, the Fisheries 
Service increased its staff patrolling the river to as 
many as nine officers on certain days. While snagging 
was not totally eliminated, the presence of so many 
Protection Officers certainly cut down on the illegal 
methods and it did make most of the anglers much 
more aware of the seriousness of the problem. 
No beer 
at hockey 
games 
VANCOUVER (CP) - 
~ity council rejec~ 
~esday a request f~ 
Ihe Pacific Natiol 
~xhibition to have bee] 
served in controlle( 
areas of the Pacifi, 
Coliseum. 
Council voted six to fiw 
~l ainst the request Iow beer sales durin 
hockey games of th 
Vancouver Canucks 
the National Hocke 
League. 
Aid. George Puff, wh 
voted for the motion, ssic 
the move leaves Van. 
couver sports fans 2( 
years behind the times 
Puff disagreed witt 
suggestions that beer a~ 
hockey games in th~ 
Coliseum would lead t¢ 
drunkeness. He sai~ 
there is far mor~ 
drunkeness at the Coil. 
scum now without bee~ 
sales. 
Faultess 
ride 
TORONTO (CP) -- Ia~ 
Millar of Perth, Ont., 
posted three faultless 
rides Tuesday night 
aboard Brother Sam to 
win the $35,000 Toronto 
Star Maple Leaf In-, 
ternaUonal Grand Prix 
equestrian competition. 
After perfect rides in 
the two scheduled rounds, 
Miller won a seven-horse 
jumpoff with a clean ride 
of 43.6 seconds over the 
12-obstacle course to cap- 
ture first-prize money of 
$10:000. 
Dan Kelly of the'United 
States was second with a 
faultless round of 53.7 
seconds and won $5,000, 
while Gerardo Tazzer of 
Mexico placed third with 
four faults and a time of 
42.3 seconds. He took 
home $3,500. 
Michel Vaillancourt of 
Hudson, Que., was fourth 
with a jumpoff round of 
44.1 seconds, four faults, 
and won $2,500. Alan 
Brand of Fort Langley, 
B.C., was next with a 46.8- 
second, four-fault round 
worth $2,030. 
Robert Ridiand of the 
U.S., captured $1,800, 
covering the course in 
60.3 seconds with 71/4 
faults. Frank Selinger of 
Calgary completed the 
jumpoff placings with an 
eight-fault, 45.2-second 
round and won $1,600. 
A total of 23 riders from 
Canada, the U.S. and 
Mexico were entered in 
the second-annual event, 
with the top 15 sharing in 
the prize money. 
Last year's winner, Jim 
Day of Hornby, Ont., was 
due to ride Sympatico. 
However, he was a late 
scratch due to an injury. 
The 12-jump first round 
produced 11 faultless 
rides, with the riclers 
given a time allowance of 
65 seconds without pen- 
alty. The shortened and 
raised second round 
included only those riders 
who had first-round rides 
of four faults or less. 
The remaining top 15, 
with money earned: 
Michael Matz, U.S., 
$1,300; Jim Elder, 
Aurora, Ont., $1,200; 
Buddy Brown, U.S., 
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Canucks tie game 'Sports 
By GRANT KERR 'l'lle Canucks led 2-1 The point moved the 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- after the first period and Canucks into second 
Don Lever's second ~oal Sehuitz scored in the place in the Smythe 
of the game with e~ght second to pull the teams Division a point ahead of 
seconds left from a had even. Colorado Rockies, while 
angle gave Vancouver 
Canucks a 3-3 tie with 
Pittsburgh Penguins in a 
National Hockey League 
game Tuesday night. 
The Vancouver captain 
drilled a shot from near 
the left boards at the 
faceoff eircle which went 
between the legs of 
Pittsburgh goaltender 
Dune Wilson at 19:52 of 
the third period after the 
Canucks had pulled 
oaltender Cesare 
aniago for an extra at- 
tacker. 
The Penguins had 
taken a 3.2 lead at 6:19 of 
Cart, acquired along 
with Schultz from Los 
A~eles Kings in an 
y-eenson trade for Syl 
Apps and Hartl~ ~l 
Monaban, gave the Kings 
a 3-2 lead in tbe third 
after a brilliant rush by 
line-mate Jean 
Pronovost. 
SECOND EFFORT 
Pronovost broke 
around the defence only 
to be stopped by the 
sprawling Maniago, but 
Cart followed up the play 
and fired a long shot into 
the empty Vancouver net 
with Maniago still lying 
the final period on Gene on the ice. 
Carr's sixth goal of the The Canucks were 
season. Vancouver pulled unable to penetrate the 
Maniago with 45 seconds Pittsburgh defense and 
left in a successful bid for appesred to be certain 
the tie. , losers, but on the final 
rush of the game Lever 
Chris Oddleifson scored ' managed to get open on 
the other Vancouver goal, the left wing. He took a 
while Pierre Laroucbe cross-ice pass from Mike 
and Dave Sehultz got the Walton and fired a 
remaining Pittsburgh desperation shot that 
goals. Wilson failed to handle. 
Pittsburgh remained 
fourth in the Norris 
Division. 
Maniago played a 
strong game in the 
Vancouver net and 
stop~ped 28 shots, in- 
cluding a key save on 
Sehultz when the 
Penguins had their one- 
goal lead with five 
minutes left in thegame. 
Wilson blocked 27 
Vancouver shots and 
pla~.ed a steady game 
until Lever's econd goa' 
Oddleifson scored the 
opening oal early in the 
game with a 20-foot shot 
from directly in front of 
Wilson after a passout 
from Ron Sedibauer 
behind the Pittsburgh 
net. Larouche tied the 
score at 7:03 when he 
gathered in aboucing 
puck 10 feet out and beat 
Maniago with a quick 
shot to the top corner. 
Lever, mired in a long 
slump, got his third goal 
of the season at 14:01 of 
• the first period with a 
backhand .sh°t °n 
Walton's rebound. 
Schultz tied the score at 
17:43 of the second period 
with a shot from the side 
Do you know what aright be the talk of the town in a of the net after line-mate 
few days? Our new outdoor skating rink, thatis what l Rick Kehoe checked 
Yes, we are presently setting the scene for an ice defenceman Dennis 
skath~ surface on our new tennis courts, located in Keams of the Canucks 
Upper Little Park. For safety reasons its use will be behind the Vancouver 
limited to skating only -- sorry, no hockey -- and it net. 
will probably be open from dawn to dusk. Thin Cold, Maniago said after the 
think Colder -- it all dpeonds on the weather. ., game that he thought 
Enthusiastic instructors have already come for- Wilson was anticipating a
ward with proposals for exciting new recreation return pass to Walton 
programmes for the winter '78 session, which will when Lever scored the 
commence January 23rd. Examples of some of the tying goal. 
programmes to look forward to are; Leathercraft, "Dunc (Wilson) ap- 
TeenVariety Programme, Martial Arts (Kung Fu peared to back into the 
specmcally), Dog Obedience, Guitar Lessons, and net on the play," said 
much more. People who would like to participate in Maniago. "I'm sure he 
the above activities hould contact he Recreation was looking for a pass in 
Programme Co-Ordinator, Sharon Lou~h, at 038-1177, front of the net." 
indicating their interest. Maniago said the 
We are still looking forinstructors toteach a variety Canucks are getting some 
of recreational programmes; please contact Ms. solid leadership from 
Lougl~. if you're interested in sharing your skills. A team veterans lately and 
sampung of possible winter ecreationnlprogrammes the younger Vancouver 
for which we require instructors are, Winter players are starting to 
Wilderness Survival, Cross Country Skiing, Childrens play with more con- 
Tumbl~. and Gymnastics, Ekerclso Programme for fidence. 
SeniorCtflzens, Modern or ballroom Danee, Macrame "We're starting to 
or Candle Making. jell," he said. "We've 
Fall programs at the Pool are now well under way played alot better hockey 
with attendance g nerally good in all areas, Childrens the last two games." 
lesso~ are once again nearly filled to capacity and 
parents are reminded that the registration date for 
January lessons i  Saturday, January 7,1978 from 9: 00 
toS:00. Ladies Swim and Trim classes now have some 
vacancies. Health conscious ladies are invited to come 
to any of the sessions and join in. Classes run on 
Tuesday and Thursday 10:00-11:30 a.m. and Wed- 
nesday and Friday 2:00-3:00 p.m. The charge is only 
$1.50 and this includes babysRting service. It's a good 
way m nave some fun and exercise toot! 
Scuba and Synchronized swim classes are being 
planned. 
If you are interested, please leave your name and 
phone number at the Swimming Pool, 638-1177. 
For fitness buffs; our fitness room is presently being 
equipped with mroe weight lifting equipment. This 
will p.ro. vide you with more ways to build up strength 
tor s~umg or any other activity. We have an excellent 
facility, use it to its fullest. 
The Terrace Bluehack Swim Club are holding meir 
annual Tri-City Swim Meet on Saturday and Sunday, 
November 26 and 27. Teams from Prince Rupert and 
Kitimat will be competing with our Bluebacks so come 
out and support he kids. This Meet cancels public 
swimming but it is still an excellent way to have an 
enjoyable afternoon at the Pool. Remember, the 
Recreation Staff is now planning for spring aquatic 
programmes. Feel free to give us a call if you have 
any interesting .deas you would like to share. 
; OHRIS'S JANITOR SERVIle 
~. once again offers 
| REDUCED PRIOE$ 
All Seasons 
still on top 
All Season's basketball 
team remains on top of 
the Terrace Men's 
Basketball Association 
with two wins last week. 
Tuesday night's game 
against Skeena Hotel was 
taken by All Seasons with 
a score of 96-82. Bruce 
Johnstone of All Seasons 
was the high scorer of the 
game, gaining 28 points. 
Doug McKay of All 
Seasons took 25 points 
and John Gurban sunk 12 
baskets for Skeena Hotel. 
Thursday night's game 
against the Reds ended in 
a score of 103-79 in favour 
of All Seasons. S~ott 
Wittke was the high 
scorer of that game, 
makeing 23 points for the 
Reds. Fred Lindsey of the 
Reds and Doug McKay of 
All Seasons each made 22 
~ints while Bruce 
ohnstone of All Seasons 
made 20 points. 
In other Mt~I'I 
Basketball action last 
week, the Reds beat Ev'i 
Clippers 108-95 Tuesday 
night. Willie Cbemko Of 
the Reds made 36 points 
for his team in that game. 
Rod Klnss scored 34 
points for Ev's clippers. 
Ev's Clippers was 
victorious Thursday 
night in a game against 
Skeona Hotel. Rod Khms 
made 26 points for Ev'$ 
Clippers, Bill Galr Of 
Skeena Hotel scored 31 
points, Dale Preet of Ev's 
Clippers made 20 and 
Jouh Gurban of Skeena 
Hotel made 18 points in 
that game. 
The Terrace Men's 
Basketball Association 
play in Skeena School's 
gym every Tuesday and 
Thursday evening. 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of this rmt- 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
70 F 250 pickup 
$146.00 per mania 
l lease end price 
!$2,175.00 
or simply return 
78 Camaro HT 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 
$99.00 per month 
lease end price 
I 
70 Econ~llne Van i 70 C 100 Chev pu 
$136.00 per month Sl29.00 per month 
lease end price lease end price 
$1,975.00 $1,675.~0 
or s_Lm~ ~ reLurn~ or  .simply return 
78 Zephyr Sedan! 
$124.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,825.se 
or simply return 
78 F!50 4 x 4 
S155.00 per month 
lease end price 
78 Dodge Van 
$129.00 per moore 
lease end price 
I $1,675.00 
!or simply return 
78 aids Cutlass 
S139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400.00 $2,275.00 $2,025.00 
or simply return, or i simply return I or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL LARRY HAYES- RICHARDS 
COLLECT~ 987-7111 : 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.O0479A 
It is my understanding that some of" the Fisheries 
Service Officers, in ineir zealousness tostop the illegal 
snagging, rubbed afew anglers the wrong way. Their 
job is difficult and public relations are not always 
easy. 
Anglers who fished the Lakelse for this year's echo 
were fortunate that the river was left open to angling. 
My information was that strong pressures from within 
the Fisheries Service wanted to close the fiver, but 
was left open in the interest of the general public. 
Much too late, the Fisheries Service imposed a treble 
hook ban the first two weeks of Oct., which has just 
recently been lifted. 
Three years ago, the Steelhead Society of B.C. asked 
for a permanent treble hook ban throughout the year 
on the Lakelse river. This could become a reality in 
1978. 
In conjunction with the treble hook ban, the 
Fisheries Service should institute an education and 
information program explaining the reasons for the 
regulation and the benefits to the angler for fishing in 
an ethical and law abiding way. ,iI: 
For my next column, writer and angling colleague $1,100; Mark Jungherr, ~. . ~ ~ ~) ) .is 
of mine, Peter Bmomhall from Vancouver, who U.S, Norman Dallajoio, i ~ ~ . ~ 1 ~  
recently spent a week in our ares, will do a guest U.S., Bernie Traurig, ~ ~ . x ~ j ~ p ~ . d ~  ~,. 
article on the angling he enjoyed while here and some U.S., Rodney Jenkins; ~.! " : , ~ .d~ 
observations ofour area and its people. U.S., Joe Fargis, U.S., ~ ~ ,  • 
Good Fishing ! each $1,000. FOR X 
| STEAM I 
i OLEANiNG 
W "LET SAm ,  IIR IM 
! .,K,m sLm, 
| o. A eL . ,  
re  | on..,, ( lrll ! 
rERRACEO,L S..NER SERV,¢ES 6384=. | SPECIAL >|  i:" J Ltsted 
_ BOOK NOOK - 635-3081 ~ CHARGEX ~ i~ 
r [i v/ ij BEAT THE RUSH 
t . . . .  .ow F. A British Columbia has a flavour 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE | FREE ESTIMATES | you won't find anywhere else. 
If you wish your Business . . . . .  . . . .  
Phone listed for your customers t ' l ease  Ga l l  035-6357 635"6588 
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The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertleement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
'destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are recetve~. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
I t  Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the' liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omftted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, natlonellty, ancestry 
or place of origin, or beca use 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condltlon Is 
lustlfled by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
involved. 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, af- 
ternoons 
PUBLISHER 
W.R. (Bill) Loiselle 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1917 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 mth 12.00 
By Mail 6 mth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
1 •"  
COMING EVENTS 
14.' BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
Terrace Italian canadian 
Club will be holding their 
Annual Christmas Dance 
Dec. 3rd 1977. Starting at 8 
p.m. at the Terrace Arena 
Banquet Room. Hot supper 
will 'be served at 11 p.m. 
Music by the Comancheroes. 
For tickets phone any 
member of call Kalum 
Electric. 
33, FOR SALE 
MISC. 
38, 
WANTED MISC, 
A Tea and Bazaar will be 
held in St. Mathew's 
Anglican Church Christmas 
Bazaar. Sat. Nov. 26 at 2 
p.m. 
There will be a Christmas 
tree sale Dec. 9th, 10th, 16th 
and 17th at the Co.op parking 
lot and next to the Bank of 
Commerce. They will be 53/ 
I;5 and $7. You can call in 
orders for trees at 635.4060. 
19'HELP WANTED 
Terrace Minus 1 Club Dance 
Sandman Inn • Sat. Nov. 
26th 9:00 p.m. 
All persons 25 years and 
older. Single, widowed, 
divorced or separated are 
welcome. Information call 
635.2094, 635-9649 
The Terrace Art Association 
is sponsoring a free slide 
show and talk on Japanese 
crafts by craftsperson 
Delvlna Field, who has just 
returned from Japan, at 8 
p.m., Friday, Nov. 25 in the 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
Everyone welcome. 
There is a Christmas Bake 
and Craft sale at Co~p 
Shopping center Dec. 17th 
(Saturday) from 10.6 p.m., 
featuring many bake goods, 
brecTds, canning, quilts, 
weaving, pillows, metal 
work, Christmas stockings 
and wreaths and many 
more. 
Thornhlll Jr. Secondary 
School concert band Is 
sponsoring a Bingo Thurs. 
Dec. 1 at 8 p.m. In the 
Terrace Junior Library. 
Admlssl0n is $2.00 which 
Includes the first Blngo card 
and 10 cents for each ad- 
ditional card per game. 
Prizes galore. 
THE TERRACE ART 
ASS(X:IATION Is sponsoring 
a pre.Chrlstmas ale of arts 
and crafts on Dec. 3 from 5 
p.m. - 7 p.m. and on Dec. 4 
from 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. in the 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
THE TERRACE LITTLE 
THEATRE is presenting a 
Christmas program for 
children and families, 
featuring the Three Liffle 
Pigs, Santa Claus and music 
on the afternoons of Dec. 10 
and 11th In the Little Theatre 
Building on Kalum. Please 
pick up the 5Oc tickets at 
MccolIs Real Estate, after 
Dec. 1, to reserve a space. 
A committee of local people 
Interested In building a 
complex to house pre-school 
programs, day care, the 
child-minding centre, an arts 
and crafts area and other 
facilities for Interested 
groups, are masting on Dec. 
basement starting at 7:00 to 
9. Ever,~one Is welcome that 
is Interested In learning how 
to prepare good nutritious 
mein couse meals with out 
using meat, plus how to 
make different breads and 
salads. 
There is a registration fee 
of $15.00. (nc4) 
Nutrition classes will he held Community Education 
Nov. 9-16.23.30th In lh,, ~t. scrvlcesrequires instructors 
Matthews Anglican Church for a variety of programs 
BIG BAND DANCE 
Plan to attend. 
Terrific Music. 
Great Fun. 
Good Food. 
Skeena Junior High Gym. 
Dec. 3 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
Tickets Available: 
Terrace Sight & Sound 
Uplands (~rocery 
Table & Party Reservation 
Call Ted Gough 
635-2428 
- Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
. Thornhill Baby Clinic every 
2nd and 4th Friday at the 
Community Centre from 1: 30 
.4:00 p.m. 
- Adult Clinics. Men. Wed. & 
Frl., from 3:00 - to 4:00 p.m. 
- V.D. Clinic. 3:00 p.m. every 
Mon. & Thurs. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control your angry feallngs 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
structlve parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635-4419 
Jane 638.8302. 
7,at7:38p.m.lntheDaycare We are having an Open 
Centre on Park Ave. to form House on W~dnesday end 
a society. Any Interested Thursday, November 23 and 
persons welcome. Jane 24 between the hours of 7:00 
Pitch 638-1233. 
NOTICE 
PARENTS OF THOR- 
NHILL, JR. SECONDARY 
STUDENTS 
p.m. and 9:00 p.m. for the 
purpose of discussing report 
cards and exchanging 
concerns that you we may 
have. If you find it im. 
possible to affend at this 
time, please phone the 
counsellors at the school, 
635-9141, and make an ap- 
polntment. 
In the past, we have ex. 
parlencad a large number of 
parents coming to this the 
first Open House of the year 
and we therefore set Wed. 
• nesday, November 23 as 
being mainly for Grade 8 
Discussion & lecture open to 
all persons on "Women & 
Unions" with Astrld 
Davldson Thur. Dec. 1, 1977 7 
p.m. - 10 p.m. Northwest 
Community College Room 
202. For Information please 
call Community Education 
Services 635.4931. 
There will be a meeting of 
starting In January. If In- 
terested In teaching a class 
please contact Frances 
Long. School Board 635.4931. 
WANTED: Experienced 
Housekeeper, babysitter -- 
Mon-Fri., 8:30 -5:30. One 3 
month old and one school 
aged child. References 
required. Phone 635.4607. 
(Ca-20) 
AN INTERNATIONAL OIL 
CO. offers plenty of money 
plus cash bonuses, at home 
training for mature In. 
dlvldual In Terrace area. 
Regardless of experience; 
write S.B. Read, Pres., 
Tiffany Asphalt In. 
ternatlonah Box 1707, Ste. R; 
Toronto, Ont. M4G 4A3, 
HELP WANTED: A 
Janitor ia l  maintenanE 
parson Is required for a local 
department store. Ap- 
proximately 25 to 30 hours 
per week. Would suit semi. 
ratlred person. Duties 
would Include clearing 
sidewalks of snow, mopping 
floors, cleaning windows and 
various other duties. Please 
reply with name, address 
and phone number to Box 
1168 Terrace Herald. (c10. 
18) 
FOR SALE: Acorn 
Fireplace. Large size, good 
condition. Split Leaf 
phll0dendron (150 leaves). 
Phone 635-5163. (P3-18) 
FOR SALE: 44 Magnum 
Super Black Hawk revolver, 
c-w holster, loading 
equipment, cleaning kit and 
ammunition. Phone 635.3463 
after 5:30 p.m. (P3-18) 
FOR SALE: Electrohome 
stereo console i n .excellent 
condition. Phone 638.1640 
after 6 p;m. ((:7-18) 
15' cubic ft. deep freeze used' 
2 winters $150 or best offer. 
Phone 635.2877 after 6 p.m. 
on weekends only (stf) 
I 
SUNDANCE 
FAMI LY TRAMPOLI N ES 
Your No. 1 Investment In 
year round fun & fitness for 
the whole family. (Indoor 
preschool models are now 
avalleble.) The Ideal Xmas 
glftl 
Sundance Trampolines ere 
the Planned Parenthood 
Association November 30 at 
8:00 p.m. in the basement of 
the Public Library. Anyone 
Interested welcome to at. 
tend. 
Hear Gerald Vande Zande 
speak on the topic "En. 
vlronmental Justice", a 
Chr i s t ian  Po l i t i ca l  
Responsibility on Thursday 
evening Nov. 24 at 8 p.m. at 
the Northwest Community 
College, Main Building, 
Room 6. This meeting Is 
sponsored by the C.J.L. 
Foundation (committee for 
Justice and Liberty), an 
Independent Canad.an 
people's movement which 
seeks to develop political, 
economic, educational and 
social policies and action 
programs form a Christian 
life perspective. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are in- 
terested please call 635-3061 
or 638-1269 (ctf) 
The Terrace Art Association 
Is sponsoring a workshop on 
colour and design, led by 
Delvlna Field, a founding 
member of the Vancouver 
Guild of Fabric Arts, on Nov. 
26 and 27. 
To register by Nov. 18, 
phone 635-2964 or write 4711 
Tuck, Terrace, B.C. 
parents and Thursday, weatherproof, compact for 
November 24 as being 
mainly for Grade 9 and 10 
parents. 
See you on Wednesday or 
Thursday. 
H.E_,C, ox, 
Principal 
Ornamental Iron outdoor 
railings, columns, balcony 
railing. 3972 Doble St. Phone 
638.1538. (P3-18) 
PATS KNITS 
Knitting Machine Sales 
Lessons - Patterns . Ac- 
cessories 
Coned ,Yarn 39c oz. 638-1409 
(cff4mo.18n) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum 
(ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeratlve Contracting 
and household repairs. 
Phone 635.5876 or 638-1231. 
(ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class A Electrical Con 
tractlng. Free Estimates. 
Phone 635-5876 or 638-1231. 
(ctf) 
CERAMICS BY PEARL 
Workshop. Call 635.3854 for 
further information. 
(cff-feb14.78) 
storage, maintenance free & 
fully guaranteed. 
Phone or write Sundance 
right away for free 
brochures. 
SUNDANCE TRAM- 
POLINES 
1358- SEYMOUR ST. 683- 
4333 
VANCOUVER, B.C. V6B 3P5 
I I 
FOR SALE: Gold Nuggets 
at 10c, 25c, 50c. MIn. order 
$5.00. All orders C.O.D. 
Complete satisfaction or 
money refunded. 
Wm. W. Larkln 
Canyon View 
Placer Mines 
Rock Creek, B.C. 
1c15.21) 
FOR SALE: 4x8 pool table 
deluxe model 2 sets of balls 
(sno~d~ & 8 ball, ques and 
rack~00 or best offer. 
Phon(~ 635.3575. (c3.19) 
WANTED PARTS FOR10.10 
John Deere Call collect 624- 
9485 (c5-17) 
WANTED: Truck super. 
visor to supervise the 
maintenance and operation 
of fleet of trucks and mobile 
equipment. Salary com- 
mensurate with experience. 
Please apply In writing to 
Northland Navigation Box 
241, Kitlmat, B.C. (c12tf) 
WANTED: One person to 
share living accommodation 
with 2 other people In 
spacious 3 bedroom house on 
ths bench. $200 per month 
Includes rent, utilities and 
meals. 635.6391 before 5 p.m. 
635.7973 after 6 p.m. (c5-18) 
3 bedroom trailer majority 
furnished. $200 per month 
plus trailer space rental. 
Contact Maurlce Bolduc at 
635.2947 In Thornhill (p13-4) 
FOR RENT: Furnished 2 
bedroom duplex at 3936 
Mountain View Ave. Phone 
Skeena Estates 635-2577 
(C16C18C11-13C23.C25c16-18) 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom 
furnished house suitable for 
a single or a couple in 
Thornhlll and 1 bedroom 
house furnished. Phone 635- 
5775 or 635.5874. (p2~18) 
HOUSE FOR RENT: 2 
bedrooms. Phone 635-6645. 
(p3.19) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, 
musekeeping units, cen- 
trally located. Fully 
~urnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. Non- 
drinkers only. Phone 635- 
6611. (cff) 
I 
bedroom row housing 
suites. Full basement, 11/= 
baths, i/= block from schools. 
3 rain. walk from town. 
Suitable for families. 8250 
per month. 6 months lease. 
Apply suite 118, 3539 Kalum. 
(off) 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace. B.C, 
635-7056 
Yew 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Frldge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna and pool table, 
with security Interphone 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pats. (ctf) 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. 
One; two and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and down. 
town. Clean, quiet, 
spacious; security Iockup 
and patrol. 
635-5224 
(off) 
KALUM GARDE NS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent; some with basement 
and carport, private en- 
trance and patio. To view 
see full time caretaker at 
Apt. No.8 on Scoff Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 635-4841. 
(cff) 
Clinton 
Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished j 
studio or 1 bedroon 
apartments. Securit 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635.3941 
638-1032 
GROUP IDENTIFIED 
A group of elk is called 
a gang of elk. 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
12 sheets only- 336  
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Knlum St. Terraoe 
FOR SALE: 2 bedroom 
duplex suite for rent on 
Queensway. $190 per month. 
Heat Included. Phone 635. 
2837. (c3-19) 
HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 
bedroom house, wall to wall 
carpet, full basement, gas 
heat, close to schcol and 
town. Drive by 4921 Park or 
phone for appointment 635. 
7382 or 635-7594 (029) 
FOR SALE: In Thornhlll, 3 
bedroom, 1 level, 1,950 sq. ft. 
private I/~ acre dead end st 
1975 Pinto SW. New studded 
snow tires CB radio, 8 track 
AM.FM radio. 48,000 miles. 
Open to offers or will take 
older vehicle and cash, 
Phone 635.4550. (C6-18). 
FOR " SALE: 1971 Mazda 
FOR SALE: 1973 Ford 1/2 ton 
Explorer --  camper special. 
Extra 23 gal. tank, wired 
heavy engine, auto. trans. 
Will take older 1/2 ton in 
trade. Phone 638.1538. 3972 
Doble St. (P3:18) 
pick.up, $850.00, 1971 Datsun REC VEHICLES 1975 
pick.up $850.00, 1973 Ford  Mercury 340 snowmobile. 
F250 ~/4'ton, $1,950.00. 2609 Very good condition. Must 
Skeene St. or phone 635.6636. be seen. Phone 635.5629 (p4- 
(C3.18) 16) 
FOR 5ALE: 1970 Mustang 
Mach I. 351 Cleveland. Good 
mags end fires. 4 speed tran. 
pea. track. Phone 635-6732. 
Must sell, new paint. AND 
1971 Dodge PLRIG'4 door. 
Good clean shape. Offers. 
67.. SERVICES; 
635.6732 or 3986 Simpson. 
split level cedar pat' (P4.19) 
crossing creek. Large rec 
58. •MOBILE 
HOMES 
room, wet bar, fireplace, o" 
5'x10' pool tebel. Low taxes, 
$39,500. Phone to view 635. 
4358. (PlO.4) 
FOR SALE: 1976 Dodge 
Coronet station wagon, 3 
seater, studded winter tires. 
complete with 1 space , 2 
wheels (summer fires) 7500 
miles $4950. Phone 635.7088 
after 4 p.m. (p2-18) 
FOR SALE: SKB Auto 
Selvage Motors; 77 Pontiac 
400 blue block 150 miles. 77 
Ford 302, 800 miles. 77 
Datsun 1400cc 2800 miles, 75 
Ford 360 34,000 miles. 77 
Chev 250 with 10,000 miles. 
For more Information. Call 
Ken 635.2333 (c5-21) 
VW Van, low mileage, radial 
tires, best offer. Rambler 
1965, best offer. Phone 635. 
4738 after 5 p.m. (c2.18) 
FOR SALE: 1973 /4 ton Ford 
Camper Special truck. Has 2 
gas tanks, 2 batteries, 
automatic, P.S., P.B., good 
FOR SALE: 12xSSGeneral 
mobile home unfurnished. 
$6,000 or nearest offer. 
Phone 635-5970 (c516) 
FOR SALE: 1975 Glendale 
Elmonte 12'x66' 3 bedroom 
unfurnished. Set up and 
skirted complete with 
fireplace and 2 additions, 
first is 7'x12' insulated and 
panelled, second is 7'x7' with 
14' covered and carpeted 
perch. Phone 635.7645 after 5 
p.m. or view at No.27 
Timberland Trailer Park 
(c1&21) 
FOR SALE: 1967 10x42 ft. 2 
bedroom trailer. Good 
condition, fully furnished. 
Phone 635.3498. (P5-20) 
condition. Firm $3200. FOR SALE: 
Phone 635.7485. (c3.19) snowmobile 400 cc, Slide rail 
suspension!like nev~.' Asking 
$900. Phone 638-1977. (p3-19) 1975 Dodge ~ Club cab 4x4' 
V8 automatic P.S., P.O. , 
camperized canopy and 
bumpers $1500 wheels and 
tires. 29,000 miles on it. 
Asking $6,900 Phone 574-4953 
Surrey (c7-21) 
1976 Chev 3/4 4x4 V8, 4 speed, 
P.S., P.B., dual tanks 19,000 
miles. Price $6,300. Phone 
574-4953 Surrey (c7.21) 
FOR SALE: 1975 Ford 
Mustang II with V6 engine, 
has only 16,000 miles Asking 
$3,200 Phone 635.7743 (p5-17) 
FOR SALE: 1969 Con- 
tinental Coupe only In- 
terested people need apply. 
Price $1500 or best offer. 
Phone 635-4791 (i)5.17) 
FOR SALE: Ford F350 
pickup 1 ton Super Camper 
Special 480 cublc Inch, P.S. & 
P.B., air conditioning, dual 
tanks and bafferles, large 
mags and tires, 14,000 high- 
way miles. Immaculate 
condition. Asking $6,600 or 
best offer. Phone 635.2589 
(C5.19) 
1967 Volkswagen Beetle 
Stock must be seen to be 
appreciated, rebuilt motor. 
Excellent condition. $900 
firm Phone 635-2877 after 6 
p.m. (stf) 
FOR SALE: 1974 - 440 Artic 
cat Panther 
1975 300 Olympic Skldoo 
1972 335 Olympic Skldoo 
Phone 635-5970 (c5.16) 
MOVING ??? 
CHECK BUDGET'S LOW 
ONE-WAY TRUCK RATES 
rHROUGHOUT WESTERN 
CANADA. 
CALL TOLL FREE 
112-800-663-3478 
BUDGET RENTATRUCK 
I I 
Webb 
Refrigeration 
4623 SOUC I E 635-2188 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
MUST SELL: 8'x44' trailer And Ranges 
with Joey shack, In excellent (cff) 
condition. New wiring with - " '  
electric and propane heat. CANADA SHIPS 
$3500.00. Phone John at 635- APPLES 
5850 or 635-7324. (P10.4) Canada ships morn 
than 2% million bushels 
of apples to some 30 world 
markets annually. 
SOME SNAKES 
1976 Evlnrude CHANGE 
Like chameleons, some 
snakes~ hav~ a limited 
ability to c~ange their 
coloration during the day. 
"LOOK" 
AS HOW as  $200.00  you can buy a 14' wide 
mobile home. furnished, set up and delivered. 
HURRY! 
Phone Mr. George collect 434 9175 
DEABLINES 
TUESDAY - MONDAY 1 p,m, 
WEDNESDAY - TUESDAY 1 p,m, 
THURSDAY- WEDNESDAY 1 p.m, 
FRIDAY- THURSDAY 1 p.m. 
MONDAY - FRIDAY 1 p.m. 
NO REFUND ON OLASSIFIEDS 
v v v  V V V V V V V V V V V y ~  
QUEENSWAY 
ABEA 
Oarriers for 
Daily Herald 
required 
immediate . 
Extra earnmp. 
PHONE 
63§-6357 
1 
68. 
LEGAL :Z: 
:'.: 
5 
~" 
BCYCNA CLASS. 
?:. 
Notice of Application 
for Change of Name 
NOTICE Is hereby given 
that an application will be 
made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics fnr a change of 
name pursuant to the 
provisions of the "Change of 
Name Act," by me:. Pamela 
Joan Bouvette of 3319 Kofoed 
St. No. 21 VSG 31)8 in 
Terrace, B.C., in the 
Province of British 
Columbia, as follows:- 
My minor unmarried 
child's (children's) name (a) 
from Christine Faye Wright 
to Christine Faye Bouvette. 
(ci-15) 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
OR PERSONAL: 
DISCERNING ADULTS. 
Shop discreetly by mall. 
Send $1.00 for our latest fully 
Illustrated catalogue of 
marital aids for both ladles 
and gentlemen. Direct 
Actlen Marketing Inc. Dept. 
U.K., P.O. Box 3268, Van. 
Aiouettes Esk .:,nos arrive in 
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couver, B.C. V6B 3X9. (ctf) 
70, 
LIVESTOCK 
bolstered by Gr, y Cup city 
loc, a! support ered alternatingLem-mi_dwaythroughthesec. MONTREAL (CP) - -  merman-- hero of the ond quarter but there was 
Edmonton Eskimos team's late dash into first nothing I coulddo about it 
reached Montreal shortly place in the WFC-- with by then. 
B By S" A OTT STRATEGY PLANNED before midnight Tuesday veteran Tom Wilkinson, "The doctors tell me 
MONTREAL (CP) -- . Levy already has the night and went lame- the early-season starter there will he no long.term 
Tight end Peter Dalla Alouettes set on a course diately to their downtown who was racked .with ~r.oblems, but right now 
Rlva of the Alouettes designed to see them beat hotel for a good night's injuries for most of the It's like I have second. 
received a solid en- the Eskimos for the title, rest before starting the 
last stage of preparations good dorsement Tuesday from however. The Alouettes for the Grey Cup final the 
a Montreal star of an got a look at Edmonton 
sarllerera, formations in practice 
Tuesday and were to see 
Sunday. 
The Eskimos, still 
riding high from their 38- 
1 trouncing of British 
Columbia Lions in the 
Canadian Football 
League's Western 
Conference final, were 
delayed northwest of 
Toronto when told of a 
slowdown caused by air 
traffic controllers. 
Head coach Hugh 
Campbell said he does not 
know whether he will 
close practices or 
whether he will set up 
specific times for m- 
terviews with the media. 
job to do," be said. "It's 
most important that we 
season .  
"We've had 
success when 
qternUarterbacks have al- 
ated. In this league, 
everybody has had to 
have two good quar- 
terhacks." 
WILKINSON OK 
He said Wilkinson, who 
has played only as the 
holder on converts and 
field goals by Dave Cutler 
for the last several 
ames, is fully recovered 
om his injuries. 
Offensive tackle Willie 
Martin, his hands 
wrapped in bandages as a 
result of frostbite saf- 
George Dixon, 
probably the club's all- 
time greatest running 
back, was dispensing 
plaudits for Dalla Riva's 
performance last 
Sottirday against Ottawa 
Rough Riders in the 
Eastern Conference final 
of the Canadian Football 
League. will replace Huber on the 
offensive line, but Levy 
Dalla Riva caught four said he won't •know who 
~sses from quarterback will be activated tofill the 
any Wade for a total of vacant spot on the roster 
83 yards and a touchdown "until the last minute." 
as the  Alouettes beat He said three 
a full game plan today. 
Levy said the only 
player missing from the 
Montreal lineup that 
appeared inthe EFC final 
will be guard Max Huber, 
who must undergo sur- 
gery on his right knee. 
Veteran Barry Randall 
Ottawa 21-18 to qualify Americans--defensive "We know we have a 
for the Grey Cup game end Clifton Alapa, de- 
Sunday at the Olympic fensive hack Jim Burrow 
Stadium against Ed- and running hack Andy 
monton Eskimos. Hopkins-- will be ready 
bySunday and one will be 
"Tony Gabriel, Leon added to the squad. 
Bright-- they get double quarterback, but Camp- 
coverage and the ink," As far as Edmonton boll said he has consid- 
Dixon Said of the Ottawa plans were concerned, 
and Britlgh Columbia Levy said the Alouettes 
Lions stars. "Dalla Riva will be ready for either 
do it." 
degree burns on my 
hands." 
Defensive tackle Dave 
Fennell, one of seven 
Eskimos named to the 
Western all-star team, 
said the role of the front 
four will be to force the 
Alouettes' offensive team 
away from some of the 
things it likes to do. • 
"I don't know what 
form that will take," he 
said. 
Fennell said Montreal 
quarterback Sonny Wade 
could be tough for the 
Eskimos because he 
McEwan slips 
into lead 
Gordon and Anderson has 
~ i~ eight and assisted 
Bob Peacock of 
Totem's team has 
chalked up seven goals * 
and eight assists. Steve 
Dillabough, Harold Cox 
and Ken Zeigler share 
fourth spot in the score 
race, while Dick Sbinda 
and Rae Rowe share the 
fifth spot. 
Local residents are 
endouruged to support 
the Commercial League 
who support the com- 
munity by being one of 
the biggest revenue 
producers for the 
tiecreation branch. 
It coots only $1.50 to 
watch two games Mon- 
day nights and $1.00 for 
Thursday night games. 
Throughout he year 
the All-star team will he 
Mter some confusion 
with players signing up 
and then leaving for thee 
Reds or other personal 
reasons, the Commercial 
teams have now all g~ ot 
full rosters and the 
season is well under way, 
The first few games 
were close matches, but 
McEwan GM and totem 
Ford have strengthened, 
pulling ahead of Skeena 
Hotel and Gordon And 
Anderson. 
As of Nov. 22, McEwan 
was in the lead with 11 
paints gained from five 
wins, two losses and one 
tie. Totem Ford is in 
second place with 10 
paints from five wins and 
three losses. 
Gordon and Anderson 
has won three of nine 
~ mes played. Skeena s also won three 
games, but has lost six. 
fered inl7 temperature throws short passing pat- Skeeaa, however, 
against B~C., said he will terns most of the time boasts possession of 
have blisters lanced on and has good running league's high scorer -- 
the palms of both hands, hacks. Dave Sharps who has put 
in 18 goals, this season. 
"bu[ it shouldn't bother Fennell, who will line Jim Gustafson from arena. 
me."  
hosting outside teams in 
exhibition games. These 
are usually interesting 
games, t eague schedules 
are available at the 
up opposite Montreal -- 
The Eskimos probably "The problem was that guard Ray Watrin and SYDNEY, - Evonne 
will go all the way with Iwas wearing atight kind tackle Dan Yoohum, said Goolagong Cawley took MAKE [ ~  
REG. APPALOOSA mare. Bruce Lemmerman at of glove and I cut off the both have given him 50 minutes to win the sin- 
circulation. I knew the tough challenges in the ~les final of a $100,000 
mternatioual women's 
First insortlm charged for ideal opponent in the is that Wilkinson uses a won a single set. 
whether run or not .  championship game. peculiar cadence while The favored Soviet In consolation play, 
Absolutely no refunds after "There's nut muck receiving thesnap, a trait Union whi,,,,ed Bul,,aria Egypt beat Canada 15-10, 
ad has been set. doubt in my mind that that sometimes draws . . . . . . .  ,,~ , .,.~.. 8-15, 15.12, 15-13 and 
• . ~,-,o, ~o-x~, x~-:,, ,o-~ m Mexico beat the United Edmonton is the best in defenstve hnemen off- the second Group B 
side mat . . . . . .  ,~ mte~ ~5-7~ 15-8, X~,-15. 
CORRECTIONS: the West;' Levy said. .... I thmk we can adjnst, win for the ,,-a;:f,,ot ~ country,without a win ,in ~:~"'.'Must bJ~'madd"~fdfe 2nd.!,,~'A4~d: L~mo~we're the ' • • ch. It was the sec  .... : ~:,(~..![a ~,~,~e..~only 
~" ...... AllowancelnSertl0fi~ can . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  be made for best~in'the'EaSt:';' ~'  to tha~t'pretty~well." Sov ie t  Union,-whfle"the the tournament and te,m U.S. 
ohly one incorred ad. i m ;~.;-~;!--.~:-~.~;~.-~;-;~;?~;`;.;.;~;~;-;~.~%`-.~--~-.~--~.-%`-~..---` ,~  e ~. ,•~. . . . .  • ,  h .  , , ,  e e ~,  U .e .e . * .~ .e .e .e . , .e . , .~ .e .  
Excellent horse for ch Ildren. GREAT-- ,  
Phone 635.7878 for further hands were frozen about past. P/]RT~/P~T'E 
Into. (P5.20) tennis tournament f~  
FORSALE: CharolalsBu,s C ~ a n a d a  las t  in  volleyball  S,d.,low.AustraianbY crushingKerryfel- --']k~ 
for sale - purebred or per- just gets the job done. Bruce Lemmerman or Reid 6-1.6-3.- - - - - - - - -  msr ta~a~,  
centage, palled. Also one Tom Wilkinson at 
purebred with horns. R. 
Perry 849.5404. (I:)5.21) "He's o steady that his quarterback. TOKYO (CP-AP) - -  Bulgarians uffered their member Don Miehelski of 
spectacularbecome com onplace.Catches have "We have to think in Poland, the 1976 Montreal second loss against no Winnipel~said the team is 
Olympics champion, beat • victories, not playmg as well as it 
Sonny Wade owes half his terms of both quar- Brazill5-4, 15-0, 9-15, IS:9 : Thursda , Brazil. could. 
CLASSIFIED RATES success to his slow-footed terbacks. I'm sure they'll in the second semi-final ranked Yseventh in-' "We played as a group 
receiver with the velvet use Wilkinson if Lem- match in Group B of the ternaUonaily, nlays Bul- of indi ,v,ld_u~s and pot as a 
:, LOCAL ONLY: hands." merman doesn't move third men's World Cup garm" and Poland, 1974 team, MicnezsKi, , saia 
after toda s loss 'A few 20 words or less S2.00 per the club. Basically volleyball championship world chamnion, meets a~,. .  . .
Insertion, over 20 words 5 While Dixon gushed they're similar in styles." today the Sovmt" ~Jmon," 1977 guys woma pia weu in 
• ~ cents  per word. prn ise  for Dalla Riva, " • • shorts bursts, Jut even It was the second Euronean champmn, m . . . . .  
men, never at me same 3 or more consecutive In- head coach Mary Levy of Levy said the major victory for the Poles the t~l~d and last mat- tim 
sert[ens s~.s0 per insertion, the Alouetteswas touting difference between the against no losses. The ches of the semi-final "onoe as ,s°me°ne,eme,..~;,, 
REFUNDS: Edmonton as Montreal's Edmonton quarterbacks Brazilians have not yet round, volley~]l"~a~n"e' for~'ou'. 
We never came close 
playing the way we can." 
Canada is last in the 12- 
country standings and 
will stay there if zt can't 
• win, .its last. game . 
Thursday against the ._ 
ONE ORDER 
and your 
CLASSIFIED 
AD 
B 
. . ' . ,  : J  
Blankets 
British 
Columbia 
& Yukon 
Ask Us 
About 
It Nowl 
the daily herald 
is now available at 
the following businesses 
Whitesail 6rooery 
/Bur tt's Grocery 
Lilo's Tuok Shop 
Kildala Red& White 
Big Johns Grooery 
Phone 636-6367 
the daily herald 
~! BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
;: S1.25 mailed. 
- CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
= Rates available upon 
: request. 
.~ NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
.~ 22 cents per agate line. 
:, Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
:" LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
"~ VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
.: BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
i! S4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLIN E 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day 
publlcatlen day. 
prior to 
Service charge of aS,00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submlffed within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages S.S0 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
C)asslfled Advertising Dept. 
MISSING A HoRsE? 
The white shark has a 
distensible stomach that 
allows it to swallow 
anything from a licence 
plate to a horse. 
ISLANDS AVAILABLE 
Scotland has 126 
inhabited islands and 564 
uninhabited islands. 
I , i  
A 
Place a 25-word classified ad with this paper 
and tell us you want to "Blanket British 
Col,:,nbia and Yukon". We will handle it for 
you. Your ad will appear in most of the 
member papers of our British Colunbia-Yukon 
Community Newspapers Association. 
A Circulation of close to 
290,000 
FOR ONLY $55.00 
A Special Ad Serv ice  Especially For Our Customers  
$ 
( ., 
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ELMIRA, Ont. (CP) - -  Mennonite women are 
being exploited by people 
who offer small sums for 
intricate quilts, an 
Elmira shop keeper 
claims. 
Carla Krause, with the 
aid of her husband, Rudy, 
and her daughter have 
made their craft shop the 
outlet for Mennonite 
quilts in an effort to 
protect Mennonite 
quilters. A number of the 
beaut i fu l l y  designed 
quilts have been shipped 
as far as Australia, 
Japan, Switzerland and 
Germany. 
Orders are received 
from many parts of the 
world at The Sap Bucket, 
craftsmen'~ a non-profit s 
co-operative store. Some- 
times samples of wall 
paper or swatches of 
material are sent and a 
co-ordinate quilt is re- 
iquested. Krause, an 
ndustrial engineer, 
creates a corresponding 
design for the quilt. 
Conszderable time is also 
spent by Mrs. Krause in 
findin~ fabrics for a 
special custom-made 
quilt. 
"Thnt is what makes 
the quilts, which are 
displayed here, unique. 
Mennonite women are 
tremendous quilters but 
they generally use quite 
ordinary fabrics. We 
choose striking materials 
and the finished quilt is 
very beautiful," Mrs, 
Krause said. 
Designs, handed down 
in Mennonite families 
through generations--the 
double wedding ring, 
brick designs and 
others-- are frequently 
used when the quilt is not 
for a specific order. The 
shop has about 10 Men- 
nonite quilters on call, 
Custom orders are 
handled only by one 
quilter, usually the most 
experienced. The most 
adept is a woman in her 
eighties. 
OFFER LOW PRICES 
"City people come to 
this .area and offer about 
$80 to Mennonite women 
to make a special quilt. 
This means she has to 
find the design, the fabric 
and do all the work in- 
cludi~, quilting, piecing 
and fmishing, for this 
small remuneration. It 
represents months of 
tedious work." 
The entire top storey of 
the quaint Elmzra shop is 
filled with handmade 
'quilts. They range in 
price from $140 to $250. 
The stock is large enough 
for customers to make an 
on-thespot selection if 
they don't want to wait 
~veral months for a 
/ Mennonites exploited oN THE LIGHTER SIDE 
DOONESBURY G.B. Trudeau 
custom made quilt to be hand-made wooden toys, 
completed. smocked resses, stuffed 
, Many of the orders toys and dolls, children's ~ FIND NoT",ef~X ,~l ' z  ~o I=~l w~ AT ~S~m I 
come through tourists aprons and other gift I [1~'-  ~ ,  1/[~1 ~ ~a~, ,  IIII ~M-~J~t~l  I~c/ff~/# o~rmc~ I 
who have visited the shop items. ~ JIITN/Ng_ I///IDNO I~ f ] ~g/" ~0~,~ I ill ~ ,C~ ~v~w/~f~gl I ~¢o-~ A6uJ@r/wrml 
and told friends in their Mrs. Krame said the ! ,I ~.~ /~ ~p ~ ~e? /r~.q ~ I ill ~ !  ~w~v- I  I ?/~e/\ ~r~ = 
homelands of the unique nonprofit shop handles :[[[ '--- Ill , ~?T__.~:~ I . - - -~/ f f /~/  [ 
available there, craftsmen but the 
Meunonitewomen are Mennonite quilts and ! ~  ~_ ._ .~,~ j  
quilting Christmas tree quilted articles comprise .. 
wallhangings, Christmas the major portion of the ~ ' 
stockings, place mats, business. ~ ~ . ~  
tree skirts, chair covers 
and table cloths for the She estimates about $50 
sh°iP which als° handles is received bY the sh°p in ~ /  ~ l- I 
their hooked and braided the transactions for 
mats, as well as Men- fabrics, designs in the 
nonite sun bonnets, Men- sale of each quilt. ~----~-~ ~e~ e0~ ~ ~!  i Ym 17~ 
nonite dolls and apple The Mennonite women ~OIN6 ~UST Z~ 77~/N~ 7O i H~ 
. . . . .  ~ ¢'IM/~Y OFF J~VNY! I..S ,,7;, dolls, maple sugar and know nothing about ..... F/NE, P/A/7~E J~//~! 70~/,~,l~r / / ZOO? 
business and when asked . . . . .  unT~JE~'s / maple syrup. Pillow .~z~-v~ ~, ;V lS ~BS! ~,  ~e: ~ ~L___~: I 
shams are als° qililted to t°mskeqlhl~letsf°rtrivial -: ~ ~ ~ ~  i "--If'l~ ~ " match any dssi . sums ~y usually __ ,  ~ D 
A special children's agree," Mrs. Krause ~ ) - 
matt she d i s .  
k ........ =;,E L__ 
I q uiry delayed e n _ 
By ANN DUNCAN ureasonable for the 
O~AWA (CP) -  An CRTC to make con- 
announcement Tuesday sumers wait until 1980 
that a five-year-old beforethey derive the full 
inquiry into accounting benefits of the inquiry. T H E  W I Z A R D  OF  ID  Hart & Parker 
procedures of federally- BELL SINGLED OUT 
regulated tele- He s'.n~gled Bell Canada ___.. .. -- _ . 
heavypleted until 19B0 drewPan iesc°mm icati°ns c°m" f°r partxcular criticism' / "rHAN~:~'V~N& ~'AY ~ ' "  z /~O'~T" "~ I c r i t i i s m s w i l l  notbe fromC°m'a calhngpresent practicesS°me"screwy"acc°untin~°f their and \ ~:  DOT~Y ~ A~A N~,~. . j /AN~X ~~:| P  U.~Z ~::  . I  :~/~; : :~:~ i!! i:~iiii ~ : '~:  :' ML~~!~"~N . . . .  - N~,i; 
New Democrat MP and saying those practices ~ ~ ~ . ~  ' ] / / '~ ~ j ~ b  1~~. .~ ~ ~ . _ .  "~7~c/~" 
the Consumers' have resulted in un- : /_~1 i ~1' 
Association of Canada. necessarily high 
Cyril Symes, NDP telephone rates. / /~ /~ ~:~L  
communications critic, Kane criticized the ~.~/;::l- 
called the announcement CRTC for .~rawing the 
outrageous, while the inquiry out until 1980 
consumers' group called because it contradicts an ~ / ......... 
it incredible, earlier announcement 
from the CRTC, saying it 
The inquiry, being wanted to bring the 
conducted by the inquiry to a rapid con- CA~ [ 'F ISH RogBo l len  
Canadian Radio-tele- clusion. 
vision and Telecom- However, CRTC 
m. io omm ion .o  
(CRTC), eventually may said the lengthy process 
result in substantial say- of the inquiry is unavoi- 
ings for users of the-tele- dable because of lengthy Husband Says Cut Out communications corn-studies that are being ]~ 
panics, including conducted and time 
J r )  telephone companies, if needed to wade through 
Those  Bus iness  T r ,  r , .S  the firms are made to all the material. 
change their accounting But Symes called that ~ 1  {( ~(~...$.~ _.~ ! ~  
b y A b i g a i I Van B u re n procedures, jargon."c°mment "bureaucratic 
© 1977 by The Chic~Jo Trlbune.N.Y.News Synd. Inc. The inquiry also might He said reams of ~ ~  ~ /  
result in more effective documents and studies ,.z~ ~ 
regulation of the com- already have been fried 
with the commission on DEAR ABBY: I've been married less than a month and panics and prevent hem 
my husband has alresdy given me an ultimatum. Ifigoon from siphomng off profits the issue and there is no B O N A R  
any overnight business trips with the professional group I into unregulated sub- apparent reason for Add ison  
belong to, we are finished[ Abby, this is my third marriage, sidiaries, a CRTC official mounds of more in- 
and I want it to be my last. has said. formation. I I I ~ 
I am a professional woman and I've gone to these But both Symes and Camualso said, if at all TpI~/~;A'/BOB F~IA.~R 
meetings for years. I am not going to give them up just Grog Kane, lawyer for possible, he will try to [ I~hPRoVet~ 14l~ ~1. .~ {" NO ~ I ~ ~ " ' [1"~ # 
because my husband feels threatened, the consumers' group, wrap up the inquiry by I ~V PITCI41H~ To ~ / I g |~ l t4~ }I ~ , ... ~ ~ 
Imadethemistakeoftellinghimaboutacoupleoftlings said in separate in-1979andpushforwardthe /A~V~At .L I40t .E~/  \ .~/ } [  . ~ . , , . ( ~ , ~ ( - / " ~  
I had on these trips, but that was long before Iknew him. I terview~ that it is deadline. /IN "lI4E ~;!P~ OF ~ ~'~/~ ~ ~  I 
swear I have no interest in any other man! ~ / 141~ FATHER ~. r( ~ '~ J~.~d Lc~.~J  ~ ~ -  " (/11 
He won't believe me. He is an absolute nut ov the ¥o Ind" *d I / ~ ~  ~ |  BARH FOR .~( " (~1~-~~ -u- -] ~ ~  ~~.~j 
subjectl I'm 38, and don't need any extracurricular flings. ~r  IV l  u~t [ 
How can I convince this nut I'm married to that he can 
trust me out of town? Horoscope ) 
NOT GIVING IN 
DEAR NOT: You should have settled this with your ~ ~  
"nut" before you tied the knot. If you invite him to go along FOR THURSDAY, NOVEMBER ~4, 19'/7 ~ ~.,~z ~ ~ 
on the trips, he may feel less threatened. If that doesn't What kind of day will SCORPIO ~l~ 
work, you will have to chose between your nut and your tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 2Z) 
business trips. 
the starssay, read the forecnst Be especially careful in THE AMAZIN SPIDERMAN ' 
DEAR ABBY: My husband's boa. /ants to transfer us given for your birth Sign. personal matters, how you project your aims, desires. Act 
to. a bigger city about 500 miles from here. It has more ARIES e ~  with discretion, perceptively. 
advantages for our children and would mean a big (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) SAGrTrARIUS ,,@ Stun  Lee  & John  Romi ta  
promotion for my husband, but every time I think of Especially favored now: (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
moving, I burst into tears. I've even put off going ~here to career matters, opportunities to Take precautions in written 
look for a place to live because I hate the thought of leaving increase prestige. You may be and verbal agreements and 
this town. eo ,~ ~'~ONeY • You~ "~ ~o rr  ~w~) ' :  "~ F~ [~ ~ Zm~R ~ ~L~ [ ~ 'LL ,  ~ TM given increased responsibility scrutinize all situations ~ ¢ ~  M~Norg//ag!lPc-~r~m" C~o~S~R H~/~%--  }! f/l [.4 ~:X#ZC~a,~,~ I No ~cr .  "ms 
I've lived here all my life. My family lives here. Our but, with it, there's increased carefully. You con]d dts¢~)ver AN~UK~Ej  ~YFO~THE BE~f  C ~ ~ / I  
children's friends are here. And we have just built a lovely potential ~ j  ~ 1 . ~ ! ~ ~ / ~ - ' I  
home. I know I sound selfish, but I can't help it. My TAURUS ....... H f~P hRhertomu'ecogalzod benefits. ~,~#~T~ .P¢~v~-ese:x' :~AT~=~" 
husband wants to move. If I need a good lecture, let me (Apr. 21 to May 21) ~'1~" ~ 
have it. Be prepared to cope with (Dec. 23 to Jan. 20) You may have to revise some 
HATES TOMOVE strangers, odd situations, previously made plans, -.'N 
Pinpoint objectives; be reevaluate conditions ~ ~ ~ J  
DEAR HATES: You rattled the right cage. If a man is to selective about activities. Step generally. Don't hesitate o ask 
succeed in business, his greatest asset is a wife who is up momentum where possible. 
always in his corner. Let him accept he promotion. You GEMINI w .~"  questions, seek eotmsel where 
and your children will make new friends. Help your (May22to June21)--"~ " needed. ~ '~! J '~-"~ '~ '~ ~'~ ~ l l ~  
husband climb the ladder of success by being supportive, Make sure you have checked AQUARIUS ~=~ -" "~'- 
and you wm have another lovely home that his "Jack" all facts and factors before (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) F . -~  .-~L --- ~ ...--=v~-=.  
built, making agreements or com- Manageability must be your z~_.~.... ~c~.~.=. ~--L'~--~ 
mil~nents. But do not quibble keyword now-especially in 
DEAR ABBY: I've just had the biggest slapdown in my foolishly and lose out. areas where divergent opinions r ~i./SI4~LIL~ NOT ~'~ A~'E ~bl hIATI~H, ,~  NOR THE P~weR ~ 
and varlons personalities may [HAV~PALISE~ll~NCl~,THS~.~,~O~=/~-~IIIF~I OFNWBLOW-- 6r lLL~"O~/~l ,~7~ • =~K~}- I  life. My insurance company has disallowed the prosthesis I CANCER ~ be encountered. Keen per- ~ AT ~'AAI4E60~'. =~IR4 A KRAVeN. ~..,~X~ "~1~1~ WHICH CANI~LLN W~ATNt~N~EI~C~ = ~ B~>~' I  
bought for the mastectomy Ihad four years ago. (Jane 22 to July 23) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~....~i/~" ~F"~ AcH~ ~ M~N ~R~YOU.Z~dm~ L ~".~t~f~'~ 
It's not a case of vanity or replacing a piece of female You now have greater ception needed.AND tact! .~~J [ J~~I~'~J~{f~ ~ ['~ ~-~V~. .~ ~0 "~ 
equ,p=,.X, ac.o,r.O ,equ"'br,ooWithou,""dooo'c"o'""''" ' 
proper.balance, a woman cannot walk straight. Also, her movement than you have had in (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) ~ - 
neck and shoulders ache from the lopsidedness, some time; can also expect Handle routine before at. 
Those little pads and "fulsies" from the department some invaluable help from a tempting the new or ex . . . .  :,. ;.... 
store don't work. At my son's wedding, I was dancing and member of the opposite see Izaearricular. Gains indicated .. . t..: ~.k 
having a marvelous time, when my sister caught my eye LEO ~ in financial matters, publlc ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
and whispered urgently in my ear, "Please go to the ladies' (July 24 to Aug. 23) slfairsandmurltimeintarests. ~ ~- '~ I~-~~L ~ ~  ~\ ~[.f~'~ .~_~'~NA/V~RVON~, 1 
room and check your falsiet" It had worked its way up to stymied in some project in YOU BORN TODAY are s " , . ,~r4~( '~ t~Jf, rc~-- ~S YOt.l'Rel 
my shoulderl) After that, I phoned my local American Cancer Society which you are involved. New progressive, alraight.thln~g 
factors eem to be up for con- individual; an outstanding ~ _  _--=--_.::--.'.~..~... ; - -~"~ =~ •--~/,fM ,f~? -,1- -- - ,  
to fmd out where to get a properly fitting prosthesis. Just slderation. Keep eyes and ears organizer, endowed with fine .................... ----~ -- . . . . . . . . . .  
two days after I had it, my neck and shoulder pain open! executive abillty. You also have 
disappeared. And it feels so good and looks so natural. VIRGO ~% a talent for mediation and could "~R PMNV F~.AT Of: ~0"/~eN~VH'~t~ I /~ ~'~I~ NeXT TIME Z .~E A ~'~ FMe, I'~ JUST A ~I~PLE "~f,O IF YOU ~] 
Abby, if you print this, maybe some bright insurance (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) excel in such fields as business- P~es NOT I~PReSS .¢A~VEN!J/]/I IV/'.~ I t~I~x~i ¢,~R~LLA WHO NEEO5 A ]Y/J~ ILII"'rLE f,~I~F-T~/~ ~t.JY/5TILt. WANNA,.I 
executive wiilsee it and realize that such a prosthesis is Caution should be day's laberarbRratlea.Asalcaderin I=NC~RI~YA X~. . .~/ /~ . ~ /  y,/,\~.?/~ .~T= #./.r--X'LL LETCH. /#.~ ,W,ON,~.~'~,'~OR.,e~,'t4EPLAY--C=C~,'~I 
not simply cosmetic, lt's vital to the health of a woman who byword. Let others take the business, industry or banking, ~,~LO~/~ 
has had a mastectomy, u~:m ~' NAZeP/~ "' ~ ~I 
ST. LOUIS WOMAN eACK / 
DEAR WOMAN: Here's your letter. Insurance ~ ' . ! ~ . ~ , ~  
executives? ~/ .=/  ~ ~  
~'~I.~'~r" ~ '~"~" : ' - -~1 
initiative. Stress your quiet, you are not only innovative, but 
effieient manner and remain in can take past methods and 
the background as much as improve on them until they are 
possible, almost unrecognlzable. You 
LIBRA A ~  have a gift for writing and 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) would make an outstanding 
You have advantages over Journalist; could also excel at 
others in certain respects and the law. Blrtizlate of: Spinoza, 
they over you in others. Dutch philosopher; William 
Tell your troubles to Abby. For a personal reply, write Capitalize on your talents and Buckley, Jr., writer, editor, 
to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069, Please maneuver situations adroitly, lecturer; John V. Llndsay, ex- 
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope. New opportunities soon. mayor of New York City. 
